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IN OUR 83rd YEAR

Gene King Is'
Out Of The Army

TI 'Berlin Tension
growing

1-4

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 23, 1962

Swim Meet.
Winners Are
feted Tuesday

Three From Murray
Attending Camp

Sgt. Gene W. King. son of Mr.
Three children from the Sch..,1
and Mrs. J. P. King. 406 North
of New Hope are among 36 reFifth Street, will be released
tarded children in Western Kentom -the-4n -Ss• Army Friday,-.Au-Mean Whd are enjoying The
ire
gust 31st.
camping raper:en:se this week.
Sgt. King haa been stationed
Caunp "MARC' i, beim held
an Augsburg. Germany since JanTuesday thrriugh Frkery this wenn
oars- 1960 with the 34th Infantry,
at the beautiful 4-H camp near
The Murray Junior Chamber
24th Infantry Division. He is a Commerce honored
the winners Dawson Springs. If the camp. tia
member of the Mortar Platoon of the Jaycee sponsored Swim hist of its knid. proves successful
Combat Support Company of that Meet Tuesday night at their this year we hape to make it an
unit.
monthly' dinner meeting at the annual C%3311t, Job-n L. ,Williams
King's wife, Sara, daughter of Triangle Inn.
president of the Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones of 201
'Winners dere Buster Scott, As-sociation !Aar Retarded Childrea
Smith Twelfth Street, and daugh- Mike Lassiter. Steve West, Bill said.
ter' Janene LaDonne will be flv- Hart, Ben Humphrey, Mike KuyChildren from a-alias-jail-ins ii
ing via commercial jet with him. kenclall, Skip Hale, Jimmy Hart, Repkineville. Madisonville, PrinThe family is expected to arrive Sam Knight, Steve. Sevlee. Julie ciaan, Owenaborii, Central Cits.
in New York -August 31st.
'Settle. Ann Thurman, Cathey. Row- Greenville and Murray are atThe Kings will be in Murray lett. Cathy Converse. Jack Willis, tending the four day' camp.
sometime the following day.
Vickie Singleton and Donnie DanMans Jean Willis, teacher sat liii
ner.
sob r.i cof New Hope, is servarg as
The swim meet was held on one of the canniataars at the casino
August 8th at the Murray Re- and Mist, Ddinrcie Williams as Soncreation Club Swiinming Pool. tar Scout aide.
Winners are eligible to participate'
Each emaciation wad asked do
-Iuhn 4w-the-State-adeet-nreovingtem on furinsh one
LOUISVILLE, K v.
two counselors that
King. a former Ohio Valley Can- Friday.
GeneG
there might be at least itoe C amfon:ince champion from Padua:an
Landolt, president of the
c for every three children.
advanced to the amanita:11s of the Murray Jaycees. announced that The camp has 27 eaunselars this
Fells Cities tennis: ehampianahips the Calloway Agriculture n'ouncil year. '
here Wednesday. by defeating will level the 'parking lot at the
Shia. Howard (Dot) H3ricins of
Charles Kane 6-1. 4-6. 10-8.
Jaycee Fairgrounds and seed it Greenville. Kerrtueks- is the camp'
who
played on the Mut - with Fescue and Clover as a director.
King.
ray State College tennis team, public nervice. He expressed his
wain see &e.S011 again until the appreciation to this group.
Other guests at the dinner
mixed doubles scheduled for to day. Top-seeded Mickey Schad, meeting were Bill White and
Sam Engtiati aced Billy Spencer Gene Rickman. both pronpective
elil wart their matches Weineeday. members.
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through
crossing
after
hour
By JOSEPH B. FLEMING
Checkpoint Charlie, the Soviet yeUnited Press International
-- American troops Males were still blocked.
. BERLIN
stoppel three Soviet armored cars
Drafting Strong' Statements
at Checkpoint Charlie today when
accept
to
the Russians refused
The Big Three Western powers
I.
a, U. S. military escort into West were reported drafting strong
Berlin.
statement., reiterating their rights
The incident at the wall came in Berlin fallowing Russia's abrupt
shortly after two U. S. Army pa- abolition of its Berlin military
trol cars cruised unhamperea command.
through East Berlin in a test of
The U. S. Arr4i held up Soviet
Rueaia's virtual renunciation of armored cars for' 3 minutes WedBerlin's four-poser statua.
nesday until they accepted an
The Soviet vehicles apparently American Army escort for the
carried the relief guard for the its mile run through' West Berlin
Soviet war memorial in West Ber- to the Soviet memorial in the
lin. They were halteJ at the check- British sector.
1
1wsovirts.brran using •annof-poust by American NW.
ed a • radio escort vehicle into I ed cars in place of the usual
!bus after West Berliners. incensed
their path.
The Soviet officer in charge of by the slaying of a young refugee
the
last week, stoned the bus. The
the---canvoy refused to accept
American Army escort and an ar- Russians claimed they did not
an
need escorts but the United States
gument ensued. More than
assigned them on the grounds that
it was routine procedure in West
Berlin for all armored cars to be
escorted by police cars.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, the
armored cars were cloied. Today, they were open and the Soviet soldiers were standing up
with their automatic weapons
slung over their shoulders.
Western fears that the COMM
Mats might try at midnight lu
enforne a ban on Ndestern entry
into Edit Berlin... did not minerWASHINGTON ant -.Two, US.
as-ered submarines have alize.
nsiclear
Tne fears were caused by the
dc nuinn ratel A rnia• ea's Iedderahlp Soviet Union's abolishment Wedin underwater fighting taahniques nesday of its Berlin military
by carrying Apt 3 hisatioric rendez- headquarters in an abrupt cold
vous nt the Narth pate.
war move. It was considered the
The rendezay%. ants runcect by meat drastic attempt to undercut
Preadint Kennedy ut h's news Western authority in the city since
conference Wed neatra y• was. 'Sc - -erestion of the Berlin wall a year
cnmpleheal Aug. 2 by tele Skate ago.
-and the Sea Davagoni.Igegle
The sidexpe‘ted Russia* Move
had nnide previous unlera ater destroyed the cbannel used .by
h.atory in the Atlantic.
:he Western Mites in the divided
With the Skate entering Polar city to settle local East-West diswaiters ?learn the Atlantic and the putes. Some Western officials
Sea Dragon tram the Pacific, the feared it set the stage for possi2.600-ton strornannea enganed In ble new Communist restrictions.
c, inialieated elentnrnic - c .naralled
Cars Entered East Berlin
maneuver in tilie ptch black un- To demonstrate that it intended
ilet the :cc cap beten them meet- to held its rights in Berlin. the
mg.
U. S. Army early this morning
After they had eatablished cum- sent tau sedans into East Berlin
telunderwater
aver
man:ea:ions
through the Inedrichstrasse
n:s. In.,. Navy sant the sub- checkpoint. Communist border
l.
to
company
marinea "pruccded in
gaards made no attempt to interthe ..vo:re sith2re surfacing was fere with the cars.
ecananalisbe.1 Cyr'ugh a small opOne patrol car with a soldier
endrg in Ow ice."
driver and an officer passed throCerernatual parties including ugh the checkpoint shortly after
c:.!‘o guaids were landed an the raidnigirnaard cruised around a4
ice from eaeln ship. and official Eastern sector for 52 minute*.
gr›Ilings raid iiraignia wire t",- A seconl car followed 22 minutes
.changed.
later.
-Finally crew inewnbers were
A State Department spokesman
visit
is,
opportunay
the
giy
told newsmen at Checkpoint Chareach other, and to take a walk lie that the patrols were -"rouaround the top of the world," the tine," but the very fact that the
I•
spoke man was at the border at
Navy raid.
Ten' days later, at an unstated such,, an hour indicated the pacilithisee trim the pole but suit trols had special sgniticance. •
The dispatch of the patrol cars
beli.w the ice cap, the two cruising
subs hoard of Rusaa's feat in conformed with President Kenneplacing twii c'c,s'naflaut in simul- dy's statement in Washington on
Wednesday that the Soviet abolitairsius orbits around tub,' wind.
Althieigh the Say iets hive tion of its Berlin military headclaimed their submarines Ii a',. c quarters 'woblij not affect Westentered the Arctic. there is no ern rights in lite. city. •TIO said
evidence th it Ruselan aubornadsi- these rights could not he agrogatWes PVCT -have usached the North el unilaterally by the Russians.
Pale.
Announced In Moscow
American military leadeas believe Russia may hove as manyThe Soviet nioye wa, announced
am 10 nianlear-pawered nubs, come
Nloseow by the Soviet Defense
panot t a .26 in the 1.1.S fleet. The Ministri. It said functions exUnited States also has launched ercised were being transferred
but lint yet commissioned 10 to the Soviet army in Germany.
others and has more than a scare It said the step was in tide with
the Soviet policy to give Gerunder eonatruction.
many a peace treaty that would
end Vi.e3teril rights in Berlin.
The Soviet action was considered much more than a simple
transfer of !unctions from one
headquarters to another.
The measure. in effect, removed
contact on a Berlin level beatom assimionomi
tween the Russian and the three
Western powers on the crisis now
Partly besetting the divided city.
Kentucky
Western
•
today
- cloudy and continued hot
It also set-..the stage for possiwith a slight chance of afternoon ble East German- attempts to rethundershowers. High near 96. strict Allied moi.emesins both into
• Fair and a little warmer tonight. Berlin from West Germany and
Low in the low 70s. Friday part- also Western entry into the Easily cloudy and hot with widely ern part of Berlin.
scattered thundershowers likely
in the afternoon or evening.
MISSIONS TRUCK

Two Nuclear
Subs Meet In
Arctic Waters
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Louisville 88
Lexington 68
(7ovinaton 84
Paducah 68
Bowling Green 70
London 84
Itopkinsville
Huntington. W Va. 59.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

John Ryan Dies Today;
°infant Many Years
Served City For Eighteen
Years; Active In Business

John King Goes
To Semi-Finals

Mrs. Kopperud Is
Hostess To Breakfast
For Movie Star

------------

Vol. LXXXIII No, 200

Leonard Vaughn

Vaughn Is
City Chairman
Of United Fund

John Graves Ryan passed on
August 23. 4962, at Murray. Hospital. Mr. Ryan was born January
5, 1666. on South Fourth Street
in Murray, Kentucky, the son of
Hannah Cook Ryan and William
Ryan.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel L. Ryan, his son, Jean L.
Ryan, and twin granddaughters,
Tawny and Sharon Ryan. There
are also many first, second, and
third cousins.
At .Mr. Ryan's request there
will be no public service and no
floral offerings, though some
friends are making donations to
the Calloway County Cancer Fund
in his memory.. Cremation will
take place in Louisville, Ken
lucky.
Mr Ryan was a student at the
old Murray Institute and a mein
ber of its first graduating class
in 1904 He received a Bachelor
of Arts degree trom Transylvania

that loom and shrink, reform,
swell and advance,
overwhelm his trepid tread? Small
wonder that he's felt he could not
stand alone
that on he flung in headlong
terrored flight and that ten thousand Friends he's made to stand
beyond the barrier of the dark
and guard and guide him through
his vast unknown.
Not dead. my son, or flown, but
moved within . . . and sleeping.
But let it pass
let's leave it in her careless keeping for the nonce .. .
the destiny of men and earth
. . and get us back toward that
beginning and to those other.
newer selves so strange, so botd:
so like and yet so different (rum
the old.
- haiteijohn .
(pen name of John G. Ryas)

Mrs A H. Kopperuci proved to
be the perfect hostess Tuesday
morning when she learned that
The Ryan Milk Company will
been close at noon on Friday out of
has
Vaughn
Leonard
movie actor Robert Cummings
was to be an unexpected break- named as City Chairman of the
respect for Mr. Ryan, according
United, Fungi Drive 'according to to James Garrison, General Manfast guest,
Cummings flew down on Mon. Charles' E. Hale, general chair- ager of Me plant.
Is' from Louisville with a friend man.
Vaughn and Camian Parks.
to Kentucky Dam to view lake
properly He. told newsmen that County Chairman, will coordinate College at Lexington. Kentucky,
he was "interested in development their respective areas to produce in 1910 and his Doctor of Laws
The Calloway
High
County
possibilities in the area". especial- the bed means available for the degree from the same institution
School Parent-Aeacber Assoeiation
drive.
practo
main
the
licensed
was
during
He
hotel
'1911.
in
solicitation
resort
able as ever"despite the attempt ly a
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
will
cater the Libor Day picnic
Mr. Vaughn y a member on tice, law in California. Michigan.
, Cummings toured the area Monon his life.
United Press International
night in the the Murray City County., chair- Texas, Tennessee, Oklahoma and for the Calloway County Country
"However, he did agree that Say and spent the
PARIS ant -- The French govCI* on meta* September 3.
'Dr. find -Urn •10Pof * Waite! sall Sewerage IlleistattO*
ernment today ordered .striageei 41ab.. lime- I. was a pretty MaoriaglIr ea*.
ta.m.
Mr. *en serveei this Vernai•Mt- U
then drove in to Murray to enittee of the Coureill, ffld
pertid
reported
posa
Frey
against
shave,"
security measures
Each -PTA member Is asked
breakfast in the Kopperud . Mayor Pro-teen, He is a member ty as City Aattorney from Dehave
to
returning
was
De
threat
Gaulle
rightist
extreme
skate new
to have their food at the Country
of the official board of the Mur- cember. 1916, when he ass electon Main street.
by 5 pm on that
to the regime brought into the hi, country home in eastern home
said that she ray Methodist Churth and is a ed to fill out an unexpired term, Club House
Kopperud
Mrs
a
over
presiding
after
assasinate
France
is the financial-nanes
open by an attempt to
while to pre- past president at the Murray through 1921 and again from 1932 date Thin
short
a
only
had
on
decided
cabinet meeting which
President Charles de Gaulle
Cummings Lions Club. Mr. Vaughn is opera- through 1945. a total of eighteen ject for raising funds by the PT.1.
to _deal with a pare breakfast before
Food chairmen for each achnol
De Gaulle's motorcade, was am- sharp
She de- tor of the Murray Fabrics. Inc. years.
arrived.
friend
a
and
wave dratirronsm wormeasures'
bushed Wednesday night ha a mounting
polite, and lives -with his ..vife at 1815
of the community in the county are
president
very
been
being
has
lie
as
him
scribed
Mrs Lubie McDaniel, Lynn Grove,
group of about 10 aould-be Baas- rying the government. De Gaulle
Board of Directors of :he Ryan
and charming and that he seemed West Main Street.
ins believed to be dieland mem- and his party later arrived safethe appointment Milk Company, since 1942 and Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins. Alm°, Mrs
much.
very
to
addition
himself
enjoy
In'
to
Cody Adams. )(irk:Fey. Mrs Rand
bers of the terrorist Secret Army ly at his vacation headquarters
Although Cumming, has been of VaUghn. Hale also announced active in its management for the
all Patterson, Concord, Mire. Sup
Organaition OAS. No one in in Colombey-Les,Deux
a number of years. the advance gilts committee. This past fifteen years His avocation
for
actor
:in
Faxon. and Mrs
the comity was injured.
of a young group is composed on George ass research in the fields of art Emerson.
look
the
helmet
the
retains
he
struck
bullets
Two
Curd, Hatel
Authorities said about 150 maseemed to ap- Hart, Holmes Ellis, Glen Doran. philosophy, literature, and re- T G
and
said,
the
in
she
man
policeman
motorcycle
a
of
The project was discussed at
chine gun bullets sprayed the
but he escaped injury. A preciate the hospitality of she Dr Hugh Houston, Audrey Sim- ligion...
the meeting of the budget and
convoy on a dimly-lighted subur- convoy
health
Settle.
ill
in
been
Ed
had
Ryan
Mr.
and
in
Kopperud
struck
mons,
Dr
was
land
motorist
finance committee held at the
ban street as De Gaulle. his wife passing
The advance gifts committee for several years. however -in reright hand but was not hurt ' Cummings toured the lake area
home of the chairman. Joe Rob
and sonan-law Col. Alain de Bois- the
27.
August
became
drive
sevcondition
visiting
its
his
begin
weeks
Kopperud,
cent
will
1 with Dr
Beale. in Akno. Members are
sint were speeding toward Villa- seriously.
begin
will
circle
drive
has
large
a
built
He
principal
Kopperud
critical.
The
era' sites which
Mr. and Mrs. Beale. Mr. and Mrs
cuoblay military airfield about 10
Road Blocks Thrown Up
on September 6. Pledge cards may of friends and acquaintances duriinder lease or owns.
s
Joe Dee Hopkins. arid Mr and
miles southwest of Pare.
will
donations
considdirect
was
morning.
and
or
lifetime
ing his
be signed
At Louisville Monday
Road blocks were immediately
Mrs. John Imes
De Gaulle's sedan was struck
quined Kentucky atite devel- be accepted for the United Fund. ered to have one of the most
A budget for the year was out10 times, police said, one of the thrown on in and around Paris he
area.
hours
brilliant minds of this
officials for several
to be presented at the exlined
bullets piercing a window two guards on government buildings 0Pment
was
One of his many interests
hotel site posstbilities- In the
board meeting fat disecutive
inches from the President and were strengthened `and stdurity on
the writing of poetry, and the
Kentucky and Barkley Lake areas,
then to be read at
and
cussion
another shattering a window next precautions around De Gaulle
hotel
unique Christmas cards mailed
Cummings' prospective
himself were tightened.
first regular meeting Of the
to Madame de Gaulle.
out each year by Mr. and Mrs. the
second under conthe
is
venture
PTA on Monday, September 17,
Remained Imperturablit
Ryan always contained something
Although the government d i d aderation for this area. Only sevat 7:30 p.m.
Minister of Interior Roger Frey
his creative writing ability.
words. au- en miles north of Calvert City a
of
many
so
say
in
not
so
told new-men later the 71 yearexcerpt from his
Evansfollowing
from
The
businessmen
doubt
they
little
left
bethorities
of
group
as
remained
old Be Gaulle
•
long poem, "Wanderer'', expressthe attack was carried out ville. Ind , and the country of
"proud, Olympian and =perturb- lieved
purcliasin; his philosophy.
- --- by former members of the ter- Ecuador have reportedly
WANDERER
rorist OAS killer squads which ed a 240-acre site for what they
And yet, 0 Wanderer, bow many
fled to France when Algeria was plan to be a $10 million seven
Frankfort. August 23 - With
journeys has he not made into
granted independence. The OAS story resort hotel.
its battle against cattle brucel"Wild- Bill Reed. ITUraWeer of
fruitless
in
land
spectral
that
French.
Algeria
had tried to keep
losis almost won, the State Der- •
the All American Auto Thrill
quest?
HOOT IS DEAD
........... 63
partznent of Agriculture kit
Shaw, was killed Wednesday night
Census - Adiat
"It was not the sort of attempt
the
hatilight
gleams
fitful
9
canvertible he was per- Where
ing an attack on hog cholera,
the
Census - Nursery
when
made by civilian criminals," Frey
Promethean
vast
lilt
cast
.
CAFF.
.
W(X)DLAND MILLS,
at the way'.
65
hog brucellosis and other infecAdult Beds
decleared. "It is clear that the - Hoot Gibson. 70, one of the harming in flipped over
shadows into the depths of lunar
2
tious hog diseases.
patients admitted
aim Of the subversive organiza• last of the movies' great old-time Purchase Distriet Fair in Maycaves . . .
0
The Department's Division of
Patients dismissed
nom in France is to kill Gen. western stars, died today of can- 1 iekt
shifting selves'
warichecl projected by his
expects cattle
tapeetatcars
4.000
New Citizens
Some
de Gaulle."
labyrinth, o( bar- Livestock Sanitation
many
how
Into
cer at the 'Motion Picture Hosan
control
Reed accelerate las, 43 miles
winding. gain- brucellosis to be under
through
lore
ren
pital
Patients admitted from Monday
It was the second attempt on
in revers*, then latifit into less paths has he not strayed in in all 120 counties during 1063.
The old cowhand was trans- hew
10 00 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m. De Gaulle's life within the past
Each county is now in some
forward gear. The maneuver
boundless search ferred to the Motion Picture Hos- the
year.
suppatied to make the car in futile strive to wrest . . . from phase of the program in which
pital Jan. 3 from a Las Vegas. was
Mrs. Claude Wilson, Rt. 2;
taking off
the division gives free and pays
On Sept. 8. 1961, he escaped un- Nev., hospital to undergo Admit- !lain around beta are'
you. from earth, from him
Mrs. Tiley NIK'lain, 114 South
animals
infected
farmers for
a forward direction,
meaning' . . .
a
10th ; Gus Parker. 114 South 10th ; injured when a bomb was explod- inal surgery cancer operations in again in
litayaci the ear averturived Land Ali! Which none apparently pos- which. are destroyed. Ninety-one
Mrs. Wallace -Willoughby and ed next to his automobile on a 1060 at Las Vegas.
counties are now "modified cerunderneath At ir‘as
sessed. Where. lost %%about reGibson was among the first of cTii,tivq1 Revel
baby boy. 405 South 10th.; Mrs. main highway between Paris and
at a Mayfield tracting thread he must push on tified brucellosis areas," meaning
the movie stuntmen before devel- dead on arrival
Millie .Max Anderson and baby his country estate
the infection rate is less than
crushed skull. •
into what seems an enchain night
oping into a western hero in 1920 tee-pita) with a
boy. Rt. 6; Mrs. Ray Salyer, Ht.
Curahtuta Falls. Ohio, past countless minotaiirs of every 1 per cent of cattle within the
of
Reed,
310
through
Higgins,
way
his
Sarah
Mrs.
riding
and
6. Benton:
county. Agricukure Commisconer
late Jimmy
form and size and hideous shade Emerson Beauchamp reports. The
Mins-many of them one-reel af- started as nne of the
7th and Maple., Benton; Mrs. Tho1940s.
tha
in
Drivers
Hell
Lynch's
spurs
his
Perup
Howard.
hanging
6;
fairs-before
mas Barnett. Rt.
area brucellosis program began
He meinoged arse ad the Lynch
in 1906.
ry. General Delivery: Mrs Murtie
in Kentucky in 107.
in
slam.
the
over
tink
end
units
James.
Dowdy, Rt. 3: Miss Maria
Calloway County is recertified as
The members c.f the Itar.:..1 PTA
1953 after Lynches death.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Rt. 4; Harold Lassiter. Rt. 5; Mrs.
modified certified brucellosis
a
Kansas
of
native
a
in
night.
was
lase
met
b.warci
Reel
executive
Willard Byers. Hardin: Mrs. James
area.
Kansas
na
,
Jae
f...thiall
Mrs.
played
with
the
ochool
cafeteria
By -United Press Onternational and
Lamb and baby girl, Rt. 1, FarmThe Division. under Dr R W
By MARGARET SAVILLE
The State. College 1(1 Emporia.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 'UPI, ington; Master Mark Kennedy, Pat Lamb, preendent,:Presid ing.
vetennHarimiermeister. State
Intern/41*nel
Press
on
United
were
racts
Marra
Several
The chairman of'each commit- extended weather forecast for
308 No. 7th.
undertaking the
now
is
arian.
nceas
Pr
If
(UPI
aiNDON
and
I
.1tair
ii3C
Patients dismissed from Monday tee was given literature concern- Kentucky Thursday through Mon- hand Ilia isigiit at
swine
Margaret is expecting a baby formulation stage of the
10:00 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m. ing their visit I, was arid their deities day prepared by the t S. Wea- witnessed the tragedy.
program. The l0ti2 Legisladisease
as
19e3
in
early
or
year
this
late
ther Bureau:
Master Kenneth Thompson, Rt. Weir explained.
each
has been widely reported, she is ture appropriated 250,000 for
NOW YOU
It was decided so hove aInes
Temperatures for the five-day
2 Buchanan. Tenn.; Mrs. Greely
_196244 fiscal years to
the
Of
it.
like
acting
not
aripper--frir
it staff- -attairarnfdditr
- ifazel, George
tier press spokesman announced Initiate the campaign.
Thirralay Mania five degrees above normal with Sy United Press International
The Kentucky Mountaigs Mis- .Murray; Mrs. Sherman Farris, af the PTA
The legislation defines hog
its to
Was given its name today that. on Oct. 19 she
Rico
Puerto
changes.
day-to-day
p.m.
George
7:00
minor
Mrs.
at
6
September
only
eth.;
S.
609
in
arrive
will
Murray
Expired,
sion truck
a ball in London with her cholera and hrucellosia as turn
attend
setwho
Leon,
de
l'once
Juan
74.
by
is
toe
Irian
by
normal
Kentucky
Mrs.
.
furnished
brinks
Clinton;
The
up
any
pick
to
Jackton.
on September 6
Snowdon, and that rnunicable diseases. This means
Louisville extremes 86 and 64. tled the islatid 15 years after it husband. Lord
usable clothing Anyone who has Davis, Rt 2; Mrs. John Warren • Tirartizataffl.
later on Oct 23 she that inspectors olgthe divtllon
day's
four
Christoby
discovered
first
oneWdti
from
will
average
Mrs
Rainfall
Benton;
eefy
is
itn6,
Rt.
meeting
This
f•irtit
usable clothing they do not need. and baby boy,
premises to insecond voy- will visa the new home in Wor- have access to
is anked to leave it at the First E'ula Outland. Rt 6: Miss Julys portant, Mrs. Lamb said, and each fourth to one-half inch in scatter- pher Columbus on his
and Gentlefolk FPeet. test, quarantine or destroy
Poor
the
of
cester
Cothe
to
according
1403
in
the
age
at
mainly
thundershowers
Master
ispetial
ed
ti
family is urgent i make a
Methodist Chun% between ...now Paschall. 214 S. 13th.:
infected swine.
Continued en Pass Six
lumbia Lippincott Gazeteer..
end of the week.
f‘ort tea utletwl.
Jane Wilaon, 915 N. 6th.
and September 6.
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Old Yogi.May Have\Given Yankees Another t
Pennant To Remember Him By In "Farewell"

Ten Years Ago Today

-THE.LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY — AVGLST 23, 1962

KENTUCKY

Ledger and Times File

PUBLISHED by LEDGER k TIMES PUBLISHING COMPAST. Inc..
tonsolidetion of the Murray Leuger, The Cailoway Timms. and The . The NIurray
City Schools • will open on September 2nd,
-Times-Herald, October 20, 1S26, and the West Kerituckiam Jamas)*
according to Superintendent W. Z. Carter, with an - expected
1942.
enrollment of 1050 students:- ----JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Deification services for the Scotts

By FRED DOWN
Geiger hoinered for the Red Sox.
nitre Prraii IhternalIONal
Al Loplow's two - run triple
They say this is Yogi Berra's
helped to pave toe way for Dick
farewell seasen to hosetrall and
Donovan's 16th win against ,seven
it looks like he's given the Yanlosses. D0113V2111 went seven inkees anather pennant to remember
nings, yieklirig eight hits *n d
him. by.
striking ant four. Vic Wertz hemthe Army.
by railed Perm heireesiivesi
Old Yogi has been reduced to
ered for the Tigers.
Eleven'new cases of imdio have been, reported in Jefferson
part-time octivily this season and
NATIONAL LEAGUE,
Rich Collins' 10th-inning single
County to bring the state's total now to 544 for the year,
Tra 111 •
)s-(.
W. I8. his bitting average is a mere .225
enabled the Twins to come loan
LAAS Angeles --at—. 82 45 .646
but Wediewaray eight he deeivered
San Franco
18 4.8 Ana 31 a two-run eighth-itiailbg homer behind for the third time and tie
night,
Senators wheteupon the umCiricinnati
78
49.614 4 that gave the Yankees a 4-3 vic- the
"As an off the 'tuft prediction
marathon because
73 53 .570 81 tory over the Los Angeles Angels pires slatted the
of what the season will be like, Pitteburgh
the:teams
69 57 .546 1 21 and Pert about wrapped up Ralph of rain and decreed that
if looks like the Western Divieion St. Louis
settle the argument tonight as part
69 59 .539 1 31 Houk's seowid straight flag.
will have the teams to beat again Milwaukee
of a two-night doubleheader.
The Yankees have now given
this year," Garen said. they ap- Philadelphia — 62 68 .477 ii
47 80 .370 35 the Angels both -barrels in their
pear to be our strongest division Chicago
Barmen Killebrew hit his 34th
45 81 .357 361 so-ca lied ''crucia " series. Bariel homer for the Twins.
and' the eastern teams will
ye Ihmeton
New - York
32 95 .252 50 No. 1 was Tuesday's 11-4 vic...iry
to go 311 out against them."
Chris Short pitched a threeWednesday's Results
and barrel No. 2 was Wednesday
Hensley A Standout
innings night's triumph stretching t h e hitter behirrel a seven-hit attack
Among this year's standouts Cincinnati 9 Chicago 5,
Gatti/ named Terry Itanciey, de- New York 5 San Fran. 4, night
Yankee lead to ex games. All that included a homer and a
By BOB KAYLOR
remains is for the Yankees eingle by Johnny Calbson and a
fensive hallback for the Capitals, Phila. 5 Los .Angeles 1, night
that
COLUMBUS eel — All-around
who came from the Cleveland Pittsburgh 3 Houston 0. night
to
deliver
the coup de grace today. homer by Don Demeter. Frank
impdrvement in personnel and an
Howard nomered to produce the
Milwaukee 6 St. lemis 4. night
Browns.
Gareff
Late
said
Inning Lightning
he.
was
ope
even stronger Western Division
Dodgers' rim.
of the leading contenders to move
of
A
crave
49.389
at
Los
Angthan last year svill be the things
Today's Games
Mets Won Second Straight
eles
w Leon Wagner's three-run
to look for as an expanded United up to the NFL or AFL next pear. San Francisco at New York
Charlie Nears eighth - inning
Also
mentioned
as
a
sure
homer off Whges•
prosfootball League begins its preSt. Louis at Milwaukee
pect to move up next year W3S
Ford enable the Angels to carry a secrete drove in an unearned run
season clashes today. ,
Cincinnati at Cbicipee)
That was Commissioner George defensive safety Ed Ulmer, .for- Los Angeles at Philadelphia, night 3-2 lee] into the eighth. Then
came that famous }ate Gareff's sumup on the eve of the merly of Ohio State.
House d-1 at Pittsburgh, night
Gareff said the three new
Yankee lightning. Pitcher D a n
young league's ei.cond year on
squads -should prove right up with
Oeineki iSNLI:xl Mickey Mantle his
Friday's Games
the pro .football scene.
third walk of the game and cluteh
ul think all our teams have im- the yearling teams if coaching Milwaukee at Chicago
Los Angeles at New York, nght hitting Yogi followed with the
provel personnel—% ise." Gareff ability was any indication.
The _Tornadoes are skippered by San Fran. at Philadelphia, night bkinv that just anima stretched out
said. 'Tee been to four or five
the Afigels stone cold dead. Roland
the training camps and they Bob Snyder, former head coach Houston at Cincennagi, night
Sheldon who pitched only the
have some good material this with the Los Angeles Rams. Run- Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
ning the lronmen is Tom Keane-,
setiventh inning, received credit far
year.
his seventh win although Marshall
haye _ several- boys sent a former end with the Chicago
Bridges finished.
down in the draft from the Na- Bears. and top man for the Balls
N RI AN LEAGUE
Ed
Sprinkle,
is
eat
a
Bear
tional and American leagues that
The Chi-cage Whee Sox beat 'he
W. t. P, t. n B.
T.sni
nus.
need just about a year before
TS 49 608
New York
Baltimore Orioles, 7-6, the Kansas
they an play on any team. Some
Minnesota —..--.. 72 56 .563 5:1 City Athletics defeatist the Boston
of them will go back up next erit- 'JOCKEY INCREASES LEAD
Los Angeles — Il 56 .559 6 Red Sex, 4-2. the Cleveland InRO('KINGHAM, N.H. 11P11 —Bill Chicago
for sure."
66 62 516 111 dians t yped the Detroit Tigers.
Skuse increased his lead kr the Detroit
Two Openers
62 63 496 t4 7-3, end the Minnesota Twins and
Pre-season txhitst.ons open with jockey standings at Rockingham Baltimore
61 64 488 15 Watenetten Senators played to a
the Wheeling, W. Va.. Ironmen, Park Friday by ecoring with Blond Cleveland
60 66 476 161 10-inning 8-8 tie in other Amerinewcomers to the loop, hoding Evidence 1517.00) in the opener. Baton 59 68 465 13 can League games.
the Cleveland Bulldoes in Bellaite, Ntelody Hill ($8•20) in the eighth Kan
9 69 .461 18
city
—else ellerladelphiein
and
TITY.411)
-Th
-ST—Slory
Ohio.- this afternoon. The Chicago
46 79 .368 30, sped the Ise Angeles- Dories-re, 5-1,
Washington
Bulg anotiser rt•. scorner, will ninth.
the New York Mets shaded the
Wednesday'. Results
meet laet year's co champions. the
San Francisco Giants, 5-4, the
Cleveland 7 Detroit 3 EUROPEAN RECORD SET
Columbus Cas itals. • in a night
Cincinnati Reds bombed the ChitiEIPZIG. Ezto Getirtany (DPP — Chicago 7 Balemere 6. night
contest at Lancaster; Ohio. cago Cubs. 9-5. the Milwaukee
Third squad to' join the- UM Eaes C:trrneny's 400-meter med- Kansas City 4 Bet in 2, n•ght
Brave!: best the St. Louis Cardithis year is the Toleeu Tornadoes. ley relay Warn set a European New York 4 Los Angeles 3. night
replacements for last year's Ak- recefd Monday in the Europesn Wa-is n in 8 M nnes ea 8. tie nals. 6-4. arid the Pit•tsbUrgh Pigame, called after 10 inninip, rates scored a 3-0 victory OA er
ror sqaad. They will meet the 1.
.1so
vi
!
te
i ...4_
miens chanapainshipe wit e a
lIousleteeCeMitissiaelJaheYmejellie:
414644M40011-24a-Rdhe
rain
440-1. The Seeree Ur -es
Leasete.
league. on their home ground to- finished 'seer
Baumann .Won Sixth
Todals Games
Mike Hershberger's nintb-inn•
New Yore at sem Angeles
ing teener eft Hoyt Wilhelm preBoston at Kane
City
vailed White Sox reliever Frank
Cleveland at Detrdit
Elaumarvi with his sixth victory.
Washington at Minnesota. 2. to,
Jerry Adair had four hits, includnight,
ing a homer. for the Orioles while
Cinly games scheduled.
Camilo Cm-mon homered for she
HOME BOUND—Tanta VerFriday's Games
stek, shown after winning
White Sex.
•
the "Miss International
Mee Drabowsly v.' in hi-- fir t
New York at Ball . 2. twi-nighe
Beauty" tale In Long Beach,
'game tn the AL with the aid ef
Chicago at Los Angeles. night
declined the title's
Johnny ee'yett's efnutoat relief
Kartert City at M rewesea. reeht
world tour trappings and
pitching and a h ener by Gino
Washington at Detroit. night
went home to Atistralta.
Cuneli. Eddie Bresseud and Gary
Bisten at Cleveland. r• gle

Grove Baptist' Church
We reeve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, will be held Sunday morning. Bro. Hafford Overbty will be
or Public Voice llama, wits:44n our opanon, are not for the best in- the 'speaker. ,
': Serest Of ieir readers.
Kerney Bailey, Bobby IlSrgis and Charles Magness left
te
- NATIONAL REPRCSENTATIVES: WALLACE WITN1ER CO., 1504 - Murray lorwensboro last Wednesday and induction into

illittison Ave., Memphis; Tenn Time & Life Bldg. New York, N.Y.;
' Sties-son Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Peet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for eninanission as
Second Clase Matter,
SUBSCRIPTION RA711.: By Carrier _in Murray. per week 20e, per
month 85c In Calloway and adjeaung counties, per year, $3.50; elsewhere, $5.30.

'The Oideleuedinai Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspapee
T11LTS1).1Y — ALTGL'Sj.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
•
•
t

PARIS — French.

mentisig on the attempt to

Frey.

ni-

Presideut Charles de

"It was not the sort of attempt made by civilian criminals.
It is clear that the aim of the st4Nersive organizations in
France is to kill Gen. de Gaulle .. .
(de Gaulle)• did
agree th:it this time it wal.a pr'etity Close shave."
.
ROME
The Vatican city newspaper Ofd.eryatore Rim.• anueereminding mankind asi Its weaknees in the•face 6f earth--quakes such as the uie
hich .hit near Naples;
•
"The night, the day, the hour, the st:alivn when'all of a
sudden the buildings and streets on which ive move will attack us with their apocalyptic ritmliing cannot be calculated
in advance."
• 111:NTS\11.1.E. .11a.—Federul Judge C. W. Allgood.
ordered striking missile workers ()ask on the tyb:
"This cotirt inn-t a•ume that any action that w4inlil
seriously delay_ the nati...n's efforts in space technology would

—reach directly ts.- titt4ein.e fs'ser witen it'e
itnie-."
COPENIIMiEN — A college student refugee from
Germany, describing what hal,pened wheffilea-rlrteienein
hie Conununist-taught
tin -c English as the foreign Liu,guage they wanted to learn;
•.'Aft'tt- two weeks. ee!' were

WHEN WILL MS BE CURED?
Say when.., with your dollars!
.MIELP

scLeRosus

FIGHT MULTIPLE
Seed ceetr.S.sborts to MS a Postmaster

r-

Drive.ln theatre

I ,
'MURRAY

...,....._ _____

Open

615

*

Start

West Division
Of League
Is Stronger

a

that enabled the Mets to beet the
Giants HMI win thee- second consecutive came. Relief pitcher Ken
MacKenzie picked up his fifth
win although Roger Craig pitched
the ninte. Felix Mantilla tiomered
tor the Mets.
Eddie Kasko hit a grand slam
homer in the 10th inning as relief
pitcher Joey Jay gained his 19th
victory of the beason in is 'threehour and 49-minute struggle in
sehich 42 .players took part. Hank
Fades also hornered for the Reds
and Andre Rodgers had three hits
for the Cubs.
Del Oteinclall's eighth - innings
single drove in two runs for the .
Braves, who tagked 1.iindy Mc-Daniel with his eighth lies. Hank
Aaron ran his hitting streak to 22
games while Stan Mused had a
single and a triple.
Tom SturxiLant pitched a three
hitter and Bob Skinner hit a tworun trirkle for the Piartes, who
dealt Get elle B.runens SCCOIrld
RA93 against one win. Dick Groat tI
had three hits and Don Reek two
for the Pirates.

ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—
•ti
Ynu frt.! 11
ikr hold to id.. S itching burning, in
nitwites Then in 3 to 5 41.11YR, Watch
1”.11
011.11/111
f. Witn h hrolltir
an mita., it ii not ploawril IN use:
sour Sae nark at any drug store.
NOW as Holland Drug Rosspanr.'
.
..

JOIN...
DISCOUNT AUTO
CLUB &
SAVE HUNDREDS
Members receive the monthly DAC
Auto Reports. These reports list all
makes and models -where to buy.
and at what trice.
IMAGINE
NEW AND USED
. _1961 Chityroiets sole for $5111.00
Only members of DAC with Registered Membership Cards can buy
Ws listed in DAC Bulletin! ST
pnces offered Members also esgee for CAC -Pink Book"- facts
on wholesale. retail, factory costs
we financing
Act now' Membership is limited—
forward your check or MO for
$4 00 for one year's membership.
Money refunded if not satisfied.
Die
Discount Auto Club
210 F Sett• SI --Suite SC
New York 22. New 'rota

7:15

LAST TIMES TONITE
_.a...L.:4*-..L.;:..z-zrzee::* _.• F.
,.

ELVM PRESLEY
•••
... ,.:.‘ KiD OALAHAD
'S

COLOR.

and

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

2 WONDERFUL HIPPY F.Ift1 HITS
rmiriir•

IMAM•

PM

NOONAN • MARSHALL • BIN .0

Sw'rrici•!
ea)
Classrg
I a 1I III•

•
..•
CHARLES MANS

CANDY MOOR(•BEA JOHNSON
iwrrt - Wan Irina

HUNT SMALLPDX VICTIMS— New Yorkers line up at a health
center for smallpox vaccinations after discovery that James
William Orr, 15, who passed through the city Aug. 11, was
Infected with the contagious disease, which kills about 35
ofievery 100 victims. He-Li believed to have contracted the
.contagiun in Brazil, while there with his missionary parents.
He now Is In a Toronto. Ont., hospital and believed in no
danger. But authorities In New York are attempting to
trace his every movement there to Inoculate all persons
with whom he might have come In contact-

See "Geronimo"

*ENDS

SUNDAY!!

On His Horse
PARENTS: BrinT the kiddies to see "Geronimoride the theatre ramps

and on the screen!
SEE

▪ TIT N1Z5T VETIAIWT VI/Aell1011
OF

)4

TONITE*

Elizabeth Taylor in
"LOVE IS BETTER
THAN EVER"

MEM ALL:

* FRIDAY and SATURDAY *

IT SHOCKS THE UNSHOCKABLES!

GE111111111111111
CHUCK MORS.
MAIA OBI
-4
.
MAOISM
P !,-;71 •

.....e'erTeleuteri

s

s

*
• , „tstillrdweee

iiiilhfi AR VOUR

r

N

...fora
once-a-year buy
on just the one
you want!

Getting ready for a vacation
trip couldn't be easier: just pick
a Chevrolet, pack your family
and go. And that first part is
easiest of all with what your
Chevrolet dealer has to pick
from.The Jet-smooth Chevrolet,
America's favorite family ear,
with a ride that only seems
expensive: the Chevy II, about
as lire4y and luxurious.as you
can get torn low,low price: the
sporty ('orsair, a rear-engine
beauty -that just refuses to be
run-of-the-mill. One of these
4-doors (or a two-door for that
)natter) is sure to fit your family and budget Just fine,
okay—what are you waiting for?

1

Kos

You May Have The One That's
WORTH 825.00!!

NO ONE

P1 II/CITED

OUT OR IN

"THE CAEINET OF CALIOARI"
s, • -----------1
.•
.PLUS SECOND FEATURE -

See the Tet-amooth Chevrolet, Chevy

TIMM TIII

BARGAIN NITP

P.

-HOLCOMB- CHEVROLET

13
NilITE

Ycu get a FREE PASS to

- Murray, Kentucky

with JOHN AGAR

ROLLE.RDROME tonite! ,

and Corvalr at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's •

000
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lother
irewell"

9

the Mete to beat the
win their second collie. Relief pitcher Ken
picked up his fifth
Roger Craig pitched
alix Mantilla homered
•
S.

•
•

.ko hit a grand slam
a 10th inning as relief
, Jay gained his 19th
he neasen in a 'three9-minute struggle in
ayers took wart. Hank
`wt./tiered for the Reds
lodgers had three hits

•

tail's eighth - inning*
two runs for the .
o tamed Lindy Melia eighth lees. Hank
as hitting streak to 22
e Stan Musksl had a
triple.

inant pitched a three
;cob Skinner hit a twofor the Partes, who
Bruneanais second
one win. pick Groat*/
its and DOTI Hook two,
tea.

food products to civilian consu- 1901, about 2 per cent more *ran
mers in the United States during in 1960. These expenditures rose
less thins the marketing bill and
1961 was a winpping
This was only 2 per cent greater less than trieut average annual
than the bill in 1900 comae': irScree of 4 per cent. i,n 1950-61.
nreall ix-wrens:as both in retail
with an average annual increi
of 5 per cent since 1950. The till prian and in volume,marketed
has risen almost 75 per cent in contributed to the rise. Since 1950,
the 11 years since 1950. Increases total expendituree for domestic
in volume of markrang and in farm foods have ?Zen by one-half.
f pea- About one-third of the increase is
merket ng aorta per in.
by GAYLORD P.
duet have contributed almost attributable to changes in price,
United Perna InternitIonid
WASHINGTON 8JPt - Reactive
equally to the rise, according to we-third's to changes in volume
lhe Ag'WASHINGTON Int
to President Kennedy's decision to
a review of the marketing and of praducts and inn ices.
ricukure ,Deasaatrnerit say s the
put 'off a tax cut until .next year
tranaisetanan ultuation.
farmer's share Of the consumer's
ranged today from a busines:;
(nod dollar in the Aprii-June
The total marketing bill is the
annual report leader's "disappointment" to a ReDepartment's
The
quarter was 38 cents. This was estimated Intel cost of useembliag,
elf soybean pante:inn by counties publican ory of "polaics."
down one penny from the share
Mait lawmakers seemed to aphol e- ehowa Coat Mitriesippi County,
w
processing,
transporting,
in the January-March quartet-.
of the decision. But there
prove
in
°pettily
top
the
was
farm
ArkansaS,
domostic
The farmer's _statue in the see- •naling and retailing
new demands for a reduction
were
tad quarter last year also was grown foods. It is the difference 1961 with 5,525,000 bushels.
in aztieral spending before any
38 cents. Sara_ -the- keet
Itri1tU1YS for
ween 101
was follow- tax cut is voted.
county
leading
The
of 1958, the qtrarterly average
Lack! Plumley, president of the !
these foals and payments to far- ed by ina in Illinois - Iroquois,
farmer's share has fluctuated beCommercearaid
Chamber'
U.S.
the farm value - for the Champaign, McLean, Sangamon,
ta/a-en 38 and 39 per cent, except mers -ehe was dieappoinned that Kenn-ady
peefarm
af
quantity
equivalent
1959
of
quarter
in the rowels
Livingston ant Christian counties; Lit a tax cut could net be enacted
ducts.
When it reachin a post-war lo
two ether Ark:treat emanate
now. However, 'he sa:d, the difa
..
of 37 cxrtt,
cut now and
Cinaurners paixl out $62.2 ba- Arkansas and Poiraea counties: ferenoe between a
January was not s.f
nextone
Iowa.
Cinniity,
Kossuth
in
and
The bill for marketing farm nner for farm fond products
-great significance."
Republican National Chairman
Wnlasen E. Miller charged that
the President's address was "a
part ean political speech in a ver)

Politics Is
Cry Over Tax
Decision

Farmer Got
380 Of Food
Dollar, Report

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

6 I

VOU'Iti
30KINCII
FOR A
A

IUNT AUTO
HUNDREDS

the monthly DAC
list all
I models-where to buy
It puce.
USED
IMAGINE
ewes sold for $6111.00
bers of DAC with Regisnbership Cards can buy
rd in DAC SullefinS at
ered Members also elDAC "Pink Book"- facts
ale, retail, factory costs
:ing
Membership is bsitedour -check or MO. for
one year's membership.
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We Reserve The Right to
Limit Quantities

not Mantled.

POTATOES

•

CENTER

First

GROUND BEEF
ivirNMI STEAKS _ _ 99c r3uNio,tilcia;LE
Golden

lb 1fr
BALLARD and PILLSBURY

HOUSER VALLEY SLICED

VANITY

Half
Gals.

FRESH SLICED

YELLOW SOLID

lb'

No. 21 $1
Cans

PEACHES (Limit8) 4

PIES 3
3
TEA

SWANSDOWN

22-oz.
Sizes

STREAK OF LEAN

L & M - FREE GLASS with each package

lb

•

-

Plantation

3 for .$1.

$1

BISCUITS 12

8-oz.
Cans

Pride of Illinois

SMOKED, SLICED

•

•

-4

-

JOWL

$1

6 -oz.
Cans
1

$1

$al

3

$1_

MEAT

Carts

Pillsbury

GOLDEN RIPE

1

C

•

S&H GREEN

Void After

125

I
,
1
with this coupon and purchase of one dozen
doz. 29* 1
LEMONS
i•
wiwiwr
void Aftcr ‘tlkt1St 29, 1962 imwsnIngni

with this coUpon and purchase of one pound

grillaMBUKARa Liberty CouP°^-liinuniugiumg

50

S&H GREEN
50
STAMPS
with this coupon and purchase of 2-lb. bag
Reelfoot Corn Valley

E

stains.

Qatiaigumaidad Liberty Coupon rivAjayAkuAkvivAva
.-- 50
50
S&H GREEN
STAMPS
with this coupon and purchase of one
MERINGUE

PIE

vanities" cottage or camp-you'll
Also eacillent for use et
lling
lodgings when
need it at morels or other

wirrimprt'

...PP'

Ifte

•
e

a.

4

-2-lb. pkg. 890

SAUSAG
\ A After August 29, 1962 Ilmgrgr
Imminign
m

odors or

*lareareerpresaa
alrennereanae4lea

lb. 690

111111Inffm Void Aft= August 29, 1942 3111.1111111M

1
site .
"

25

Liberty Couponumzutuazialii
S&H GREEN
50
STAMPS

FLEETWOOD COFFEE __ -.

No fair,

eerier,
fill:
la 100.5 Irelose
Pith
45.
Nth
Of
ivory BUG MRS
v... rartiserre

81*
29, 1962 11111Millrillt

S&H GREEN
STAMPS

50

ATOM AND (111(1fTS
StIrfltION AND ANTI
WASPS AND 11011111T1
Ill0A0111 AND WATIII OW
IllfTtlf ,
IDOSOUITOIT
flitt AND
(50511 SITU
• SPIllfet AND CINTIVIDIC
•
VMS
111614T
•rstas AND {NATO
ru..rr.-wor
•411.
••,,
la
TWO,' moo SIX lull aprapal
T•Irlars,
nary lamp Drop la gonviao SIX
moat 556
rollra ea lamp sad loo.• A.
opt...Goren, oak Holm,
MO 5...ffi• rest
plash. moat%
rosuht Tablet porke logo •
directed.
I. •••Togo roma Trban *fora 616

/

August

mumwsw Liberty CAnwon,

DESTEOYS MOST ALL COMMON
HOUSEHOLD INSECTS LIKE:

e.
... anaaawftarr
119-anaanan-

50

*

22-oz. Mrs. Smith

PECAN PIE, 22-oz.

EconomicaL•
Conserocnt and
Labor Free

It mot rOoPittet.
smisrlio worm 0011 Mlle FIPONI
fUltOlAff, error. sus DWI IWITN
umustO taints fog OM IIPUOD.

vorovo

wrrminn

STAMPS

GUARANTEE

e.
„zet
T.10-7--

iffignimigp v

purchase of one

BUG BULB
.fter August 29, 1962

with this coupon and purchase of one

Pole Beans 25Fb
3 for 25t BANANAS

•

690

200

S&H GREEN

"fresh -fruit

•

___ _ _

,

Liberty Coupon

9'111'11Iset

11 200

ONLY Royal
GELATIN DESSERT
CONTAINS THE

flOONIPOTIPsonolsarstoroopor

16-or. can

ORANGE JUICE 66a89c

,KENTUCKY WONDER

BLUE BONNET2 FOR 49e

io

Whole Sun Friera-(limit 6)

50

(no (OD's please)

.":gafp aroaa
r'
"
.
.'""riorrgo
aratOial
'
.rarnor.soros000rrol.ap000ssas

South Shore -

l et
1"IVOle

mammas= Liberty Coupon

O yes,lent desler or order .arect

rgor

SCOTT TISSUE

Bag

te.

12 I6-oz. cans $1

DOG FOOD

with this cows and

sc STRAWBERRIES •
39 ' FLOUR -----25 -Lh

•••

39t

of 12

P:ittter

STAMPS

10-oz. $11
Pkgs.

**SW

59,
-i.
Can
--3

Mode.s, Kotex

NAPKINS, box

rennessee Frozen

.89c

lb. 19,4

CRACKERS

PINK SALMON

LUNCHEON

dealer'5t

3

Dixie Belle

Feminine -

GRADE "A" SMALL

I

590

SNOWDRIFT

CORN -------

Frozen Breaded 1111
S
VEAL
STEAK
9t
1-lb. Sliced 49°
4-11s. Carton 59° NYLON SPONGES DuPont et25°
AEROWAX ----- Quart 75c
3 lbs.
VIENNA SAUSAGE -can1O

pkg.

Trade Winds Breaded

SHRIMP

.
00 Hi Grade

V1TAMIN"C

3 10-oz. pkgs. $1

FISH STICKS

PLANTATION

4 In Pkg.

LARD

-I rade \\ inds Breaded

sl

4-oz.

pkgs.

lb

- 10-0Z. -

SUGAR CURED, SLICED

JOWLS 3 lbs. $1.
$l
25'
SALT MEAT

MORTON'S FRUIT

oz.
:
x 4 p-k19

$

lb'

Del Monte

Cake Mi

1

PICKLES --

MMUS 3i 25c
as...e.fIntea,

lb-

No. 3 Diamond Chunk

Sweet

•

11-

Drinks
.
1
$1
2i
ON
BAC
sl
3
Ice Milk
PORK STEAK. 59'
OLEO 7 lbs. $81 EstiiicETS
69'

Cut

lb.

niAPeNAS

Reg. Size
with t3.00 Case of 24 S
Plus dep.
purchase

GOOD 'N RICH

3 lbs.

CHUCK ROASTK 49c
HAM SLICED 49'
MORFtELL PRIDE

lb

PURE, FRESH and LEAN

I

10 ba
•1119°
lb.

ALL SOFT

Aflc TUNA
CHUCK
ROAST Center Cut 590 lb.

PORK
CHOPS

1

wi IrcZ•se
:

.r.EGGS 3 DOZ.

U.S. CHOICE and "A"

MURRAY, KY.

HAZEL HIGHWAY

U.S. No. 1 Red

vember.
"The people can safely elect
a Republican Coraginss which believes not only in tax cuts but in
spending cuts as well." Miller
said!
Fans. Paul H. Douglas, D-Ill.,
and George A. Smothers. D-Fla.,
members uf Bard's tax-writing
committee, said Kennedy's speech
was aan excellent statement."

III VMI cadet in uniform of 1860a Below:
Dresa parade at the
Institute, a dressing
In "BatUes and Leaders of the Chtl War,"
I r o ns contemporary
photos.

I• •

Convenience!

eral spencang:
Byrd end the only reason far
-high taxes writs:4M federal spend-,
would
inst. "The Preadeat said he
submit a tax bill in January,"
Byrd said. "lie will submit his
budget for the next fiscal year
the same time. In tins cambinanon, he will have an opportanity
to ind:cate whether he propose.:,
to reduce expetxliturca or to cut
taxes with borrowed money."
Ciraimsan Wilbur D. Mills. 13Ark., A the Mouse Ways &.Means
Committee, endoreed Kermady's
decision and Rep. Hale `Boggs.
D-La., a member of the committee, said. the Move was "wise."
Miller Raps Speech
GOP Chairman Miller said that
Kennedy -us much as prornsed"
the voters they would get a tax
a-star:six it. they tic:L.:4 a Democratic-co.ntrolled Congrers in No-

receive
rts These reports

Waded it

Your, Shopping

thin disguiee."
Byrd Denounces Spending
Senate Finance Comsnibtee
Chia:nee Harry S. Byrd, D-Va.,
a ,leading economy advocate, took
the occasion tc denounce big fed-

At the end of summer, 1862, grass was growing
through previouslavventrod paving stones at Thomas
Jefferson's old pride and joy, University of Virginia, in Charlottes
Mary
smile. Men had died in battle upon the campus of William and
College; the lecture rooms at Williamsburg were filled with vioundLexington
ed and sick. The colonnades of Washington College at
also
were deserted. What had happened ,in Virginia had come to peas
closed
In other states In the Confederacy: most of the colleges had
down or had few stude.ts.
of
But across town in Lexington, there was a thriving institution
higher learning: Virginia Military Institute. It. had eecozne the
"West Point of the Rebellion." Almost depleted early in 1861 of
its teachers and best students, it had been replenished by the
ycausgsaers whom President Davis afterwards called "the seed corn
of the Confederacy." Scarcely a diatinguished family in the South
was not represented in its ranks of about 350.
l'hese newcomers had learned some lessons of war close-hand in
to
May 1862, when the corps of cadets were marched iit, a body
be reserves for "Stonewall" Jackson at McDowell, Va., during the
Shenandoah Valley thrusts that were needed to save nichmond.
They returned to the campus then without loss.
body with great cost, and unThe corps was to take part as
forgettable valor In a battle at New Market in 1S64. (Of that
engagement, more here later.)
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BACK TO

ociat Catena"

Mrs. J. B. Burkeec PLAza 3-4947

Thursday, August 23
Woodmen Sande Grove 126 ssill
meet at the home of Mrs. Nor6.30
..
ville Cole at .
pin.

\A

Vald

ar

Membership Group
Qf Calloway PTA
Plans Year's Work

Rainbow For Girls
,Have Supper For
George Williams

SCHOOL
FASHIONS

The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the hazel Baptist Church Woman's Missionary Society will
meet at the home of Mrs. Dewey
Smotherman at 7:30 pan. with.
Mrs. Ora Joyce as program chairman.
• ••
Saturday, August 25th
The Mettle Belle Hayes Circle
af the First Methodist Church will
hold a zurrusiage elite at 8:00
o'clock a.m. in the building_ just
North of the Peoples Bank.
• ••
The Young Married Couples
Sunday School Class of the West
Fork Baptist Church will have a
picnic at the City Park at 6 p.m.
•* *
Sunday, September 9
The fourth annual reunion of
former Calloway County residents
will be held at Pahner Park,
Ilighaind Park. Mich. Each one is
urged to attend.

SUB-TEEN

The membership committee ot
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
the Calloway County High School
of the Rainbow for Girls held Its
Parent-Teacher Association met in
regular meeting at the Masonic
HONEYMOONERS-F. Allan
the home of the president. Mrs.
Hall on Tuesda)- evening.
(Dad) Morgan, 86, Laving•
Kenneth Palmer. on Friday afatom N.J., and bride Dorothy,
Preceding
the
meeting the
ternoon at three o'clock.
girls honored George Williams
78, indicate married life is
o.k. as they honeymoon in
An manse of work for the year
%lath a special birthday supper.
Salinas, Calif. Morgan has
1962-63 was Planned by the comThe table was centered with the
been married five times, but
mittee. Mrs. Paul D. Jones, chaircake with the words, "Happy
this is her first.
man, said that the membership
Birthday Uncle George", written
drive would hegin at the first reon it. He was presented with a
galar meeting an attire:an, Sepgift of a white shirt and cigarette
teinner 17, and end the first of
lighter with the Masonic emblem
Nov either.
on it by the Rainbow Girls.
Memaership goals are as folGuests present for the supper
were Mrs. Ruth Williams, Mre.
lows. •
Thelma McDougal, and Mess Mary
To enroll in the high schbol
.
F.XAMINING a century-old demand note issued by the
around $5.5 million, will create
aseociation the father and mother
Williams of Frankfort, sister of
old Farmers'' Bar*. of Frankfort are membcis of Keit- •
teecher
jobs
for
only
about 300 new workof every student, every
Mr. Williams.
tucky's official banking "family." From left ale Ikpitty
ers, U. S. Steel officials said.
in school, and ever)- interested
Following the meal the As'MISS PHOTOGENIC - Tanta
Ilanking Commissioner James L. McNeely, Banking (oinMeanwhile, local agencies are
resident of the community.
sembly was opened in regular
Verstak of Brazil holds her
ntissionm H. A. Rogers and Miss Pearl 1:1111)4,,i, thief ((I'
working had to diversify the
form by Diane Vaughn, worthy
To have every member partrophy as -Mum Photogenic"
of the Securities Division. The three are th,e14.1,1,ifilials*
city's industrial complexion. Big
advisor.
ticipate in the activities of the
at the Lnternatlonal Beauty
of the Kentucky Department of Batikiti;; alttl S4'41111604
Plans %sere made for a Soek
association.
Congress In Long Beach.
GARY, Lnia. elPf - While thou steel helped Ilse cause with a MO,an agency of State Government eistablislied at) )cais aao.
Hap to be held at the American sands of other communiters across 000 check several years ago.
Special respon.sibilities of the
Legion Hall on Saturday. Septem- the nation struggle to grow, this
merthership committee are: Bro.
ber 1. It was announced that an city nestled at the south
and Mrs. Johnson Easley-. per, •
end_ tin__
lies. Charlie F•ettee and deueln
WitTefteeeiGHTS TO 146-E-1-initiation will - be held at the Lake Michigan keeps getting bigsonal coniatan: alllf77- and Mes.
it
ter, Jan, of Maricn spree last
, next meeting on Tuesday, Sep- gee without bother.
Shereood Potts. membership- pt.,
with her parent., Mr. and
-jterge
Mi. and Mrs. Gaston Malennl '
LAS VE7s'A,S, arc
tenter 4, at 7- p.m.
ters: Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Outlane
From a population of 334 in
-Tier
envelope invitations: Mr. and Mrs
Those present
were
Diane 1906, Gary now has 180.000 rest- and children Nancy and Billy, o. Mrs: al R. fiesIr.s. Mrs. El:ter Permandaz, third - ranked aye
Reunion
Family
Armstrong
Charles Lamb-. home room re- .The
Vaughn. Janice Johnson, Suzie dents making e his the second Asheboro, N. C.. left Thursday visited he'wiiikMr. Elder, foot- weeg:yt en:sealer trim Argeritlea,
August
12.
Sunday.
presentative contacts: Mr. and was held on
Adams, ? Baulette Jones, Ginity largest city isclighana, and Just after a three days' visit with his ball coach at Caarillent-en County will meet Charley Seettof PhilaPark with a basket Shelton. GInger fierce.
delphia tn a. riatienally-eeleeksed
Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph. home at the City
Pam Gm- ffi 'other.dat 11 ,was animunciet sister, Mrs. Goleia Curd, Benton High School,
served at neon.
anceami• camp with bout at the Las Vegas
Road.
room ,award, Mr. ,and Mrs. James lunch being
land. Phyllis McNutt. Margie
Conventlon
MO
more
workers
are
gentling
to
were Mr. and
the team.
Ilrenden, regearanon at meetine. „ Those present
Center Sent. 29.
Daniel, Cberilynne Fair. Shir.
Theand
Armstrong
Taman
Mrs.
Mrs. Reba Miller; co-chairman.
Stroud, PM Jackson, Diane 'acheThe answer. for the growth aril
- mas McDaniel of Hazel - 'Park. ferro, Carol Rolfe. Jane Welkin.
-neer-sr—
Mich : Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Carolyn Butterworth. Mrs. Frances the new workers is U. S. Steel
Corp.
Arrnetrong. Mr. meeile -Mrs. RayChurchill. mother advisor, and
Gary ens founded by U. S. Steel
mond Burton mid ilAighter, PhilGeorge Williams.
56 years ago and is named for
lip Armstrong and two boys. Mr,
• • •
the firm's board chairman at the
:and Mrs. William McDaniel and
time. Judge Ebert H. Gary. The
_Mes Mary Williams of Frank- tea', grandchilaren. Tony McDaniel
company wase•and is its chief 14
fort is the guest of her brother, and Earl Hopper. Mr. and Mrs.
fluence and employer. To thi-12F 14",
George Willi/MS and Mrs. "Wil- Joe Wayne McDaniel and daughday Gary is sometimes called
liams..
ter. eles. Renter Belt and three
Another delightful courtesy ex- -the biggest company town in the
SWIFT'S YOUNG TENDER
• •.
,
children, all of Paducah.
P-goterl,
_,m;
Welter Hutchens
ii * PnciLng_Erre
Me- and tended to Mrs. Ted Lovett, the world."
exweeka melt Mrs. Ruben Rowlett and children. former Nancy Taye BazLeli, ;as -Zary's people havebeen -i
th
left Thursday for
with their son .and -farisity7 Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Wade Rowlett and the household shower held at the happy and unhappy with this lab
and elre. Bobby -Hutchens end two children. Mr. and Mrs. inn Colas Camp Ground aletnodist el. The great depression and sub;
two sons. Robert and Reed. vi Parkinson and 1w6 chilclren. all Church on Monday. August 6, at sequent recessions with their et $IGIFT‘
•
•••
Dubugee. loe a.
of Centralia. 111.: Mr. and Mrs. seven-thirty o'clock in the even- feet on the steel industry made )
(,`'EION D,t5
8 - 12 Lb. Average
S..
them painfully aware of the hazValdie Rowlett. Mr. and Mrs. ing.
(parts missing)
ø.
The hostesses for the occasion ards dependent upon one produce
Mrs.Come Young arid ere,: Richard Armstrong and three
,1114111V
.11
••,
•
daughter. Joyce Ann. of Detroii ch:ldren. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Finney were Mrs. F.h.in Cruse, Mrs. and one company can hese on a
Losett,
Mrs. " Damon community.
Michlean hoe returned to tn .r and son: Mr. and Mrs Bill Dunn Lamon
Fantastic Growth
and children. Mr. and Mrs W Los ett. and Mrs. Franklin Andrus.
home after a two weeks'
lb
Mrs. Lovett, who wore a pink
Unemployment, breadlines, lawith Mrs Young's brother and B. McKinney and diadem, Kea
with white
accessones. bor strafe and sporadic lan/Tese
their famile, Str..and -Mrs. Gar- ley Parks. all of Calloway County. dress
3 LBS. I RIB BEEF - Fine For Soup or Stew
PURE, FRESH GROUND
`Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Rule Garner and opened her many Out tor the nem spatter the history- of the
nett eallorri•
three children'. Mr. and Mrs. Sims guests to elms. Her mother, Mrs. history of the city which has reEdgar. 'M oeGamer and deughter, all at Howard Bartell, and her Mother- corded fantastic growth and atin-law. Mrs. Gentry Lovett, were tracted people from all over the
Bachanan. Tenn
lie La•ed•rs
worid in its short but lusty lifeAfternoon _visitors were Mr. present.
Bower*
Games were played with Mies time.
and Mrs. Pat Smith and daughMuni. 111,4•
Del Monte
. Mr and Twila Denton, Mies Joy McKee',
Today, according to the local
ter of Indianapolis:
14-oz.
bottk
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Smith.
and
Mrs
Billy
Ray
Chamber
of
Acie
Roberts
being
Carmmerce.
U
Mrs
S. Steel
Vernon Cole, Mrs. Lorene Far- the recipients of the prizes.
and its subsidiaries account diThe refreshment table eas over- rectly and indirectly for about 1112
mer. .Mrs: Minnie Crawford and
IGA — — No. 21 Cam
laid with a white Lace cloth and per cent of the money flowing
:ea maser.
•
centered eith a miniature bride into Gary's eeonom).
Fifty persons were present
The -firm, with a peak employ_ DV
AN flavors — _
WASHINGTON
MIX
or sent gifts.
ment of around 30,000 employs
• • •
about half of fiary's work force
and 70 per cent of those engaged
in manufacturing.
A cutback in steel produttien
with resulting layoffs can have
a marked effect in such a situe
CAMPBELL'S - Reg. Size Can
lion. Industry sourcee estimate the
The home of Mrs E W. Riley. firm is currently operating be1006 Miller, was the scene of the tween 50 and 60 per cent of capameeting of Circle 11 of the Wo- city.
Between May and June, the city
man's Society of Christian SerNABISCO SUGAR. 1-Lb. Box
vice
of the 'First
Methodist experienced a 7 7 per tent drop
THE FAR-FLUNG COLLAR
Church held on Tuesday after- in employment and 15.5 per cent
noon at two-thirty o'clock.
drop in -payrolls. Unemployment
... IN PRECIOUS MINK
Mrs. Jessie Roane opened the in the Gary-Herternonci-East (himeeting with prayer Mrs A F. cago steel belt rose to over 7
Doran, chairman, presided. Mrs. per cent from 4 per cent.
0
Riley gave the financial report
Sea Incritasod Productian
and the minutes and roll call
The unemployment rate ran to
* *
were by the secretary.
nearly 11 per cent during the
FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
The devotion from 1 John 3:14 1960-61 receesion, promoting the
Redeem your stamps in our store. Many premiums on display. Absolutely
18 was given by Mrs. Isaac Clan- federal government to designate
ton, program chairman, who pre- it as a depressed area to receen
no redeemption problem for you. We take care of everything. Thousands
ser.ted Mrs G. B. Scott who gave assistance.
GIFTZ.
of premiums to choose from. Premiums for everyone!
Sumptuously blg, set-away coThe industry looks for producand interesting and informative
BOND?,
program on the theme, -Make A tion to turn upward in September
lot of mink on a coat of supI:
(411.0
GOLDEN RIPE
the
increase
ell
or
October,
but
TENDER NEW
Living Witness"
lee fullness. Natural mink'
Ite(reshments were served by depend heavily on automaker oraed fabric (lovely Elegance
the hoetesses, Mrs Riley and Mrs. ders for their 1963 models.
'4n.sa.
Construction on the new cold
Lucy 'Teegue. to the sixteen memwool) color-matched by
aers and one guest, Mrs. Jack rolled sheet steel mill, winch inBetty Rose for a beautiful
dustry sources estimate will coat
Bailey.
. •
_
convielete-look. Trim shat pockets; easy raglan shoulder.
BOND;1

This City Has
No Difficulty
In Growing

Armstrong Family
Reunion -1es Held
At The City Park

-a.

r•

,or

SONALS

,Turk

PERSONALS

Airs. Ted Lovett Is
Honored At Shower

•-••••••

HENS-9

•

BettuRosa

Airs. E. W. Riley
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle
WSCS

'
to

JIFT6

Sizes 8-1e.

SFEAS VINEGAR Tligy Salad
11. cup Speas .inegof
tablespoons ad

i-,e01111)7,1

_

(cI, and say.)

•C3t1e1 n, Meted Vohs

•-

NEW STORE
HOURS

'

Dressing

1,,4 teaspoon sug—or
teaspoon 1011

2
2 tablespens•
3 tablespoons presnayonno,s•
pared horsorod.sh
thoroughly
ingredients
Combine all
to salad.
and chill before adding

pamper
yourself
with

SUB-TEEN

SWEATERS
isy Regal
*

'FALL

DRESS
by Kate Greenway - Linda
Lo Castro - Martha
Miniature

•
.
GIRL,T.,DAESS

HATS
PURSES
by Curtsy
• *

J1E-A-NS-by Farah and Young- Texas
* • *
FALL

SHIRTS
by Robert Bruce - Rob
Roy - Health Tex Castro - Carter
* •

FALL

by Robert Bruce - Regal
•

FALL DRESS

by Farah - O'Brien
Santone

*

SUMMER SAUl
CINTINUES

aRESSES

•

7:00 AM - 8:00 PM - FRi. AND SAT.
7 AM - 6 PM - MON. THE THURS.

/
1
2
. Price
•

KIDDIE'S

KAVANAUGH'S
IN MURRAY, WHERE A PERSONAL INTEREST

SPEAS VINEGAR

S.

ear-eleall

1,

IS TAKEN IN YOUR FOOD NEEDS

, •P.

Apple Cider or Distilled

Littleton's

-

er.•
• -re'
nen)

servi rigs.

-

*

ine

tor Salads -

Brown, Ranch, Illack„ Ranch.

':".z

•* 0

BANANAS CABBAGE sfi-s3.$5
5c
1Tb
SHORT SETS

SPEA S

Airtrahm Haze, Blue/Cerulean,

and Icngston

29c

DOUBLE STAMP HAYS!!

Autumn Haze, Brine/

by Monticy Mo.-!es cf Calf.

ROAST
19b
Hamburger
TOMATO CATSLP
2i 35c i
IIEICH HALVES
4 i) 8Sr SWEATERS
CAKE
EVAPORATED MILK --'1:nt. —2i 25.°
ICE CREAM IGA - All Fi.-s— — -- — /1 2-G.I. 49°
PANTS
TOMATO SOUP
10c
HONEY GRAHAMS

Bamboo

DRESSES

"0c-sr:- -

Se SiC
5.2

At Groccrs Everywhere

3)1

.1,ralaj

•
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DHOW.

;MONS
SUB-TEEN

RESSES
and. Kngston
0
SUB-TEEN

by Regal

* • *

TURKEYS BACON

TALL

RESSES

New Ford Is

.e Greenway - Linda

;IRL,T.,DAESS

VTS-HATS
'URSES
„curto.
•

E4N S

ab

and Young Texan

whir. In the Soviet where the two multi-orbiters were flown after their landing tit Vie f
Karaganda, Kazakhstan. area. From left: Yuri Gagarin, the first; Andrian Ntleolignla
(RndlephalieJ, 4
. 1 and Pavel Popovich. the multi-orbiters; Gherman Titov, the second..

SUPER RIGHT T01'. QUALITY

FALL

HIRTS

obert Bruce - Rob
y - Health Tex :astro - Carter

• `r
FALL

1

CL:)Lb39`

"ANTS
-arah - O'Brien -

PORK CHOPS

POTATOES Honeydew
Grapes

Center Cut

First Cuts

79t lb.

ea.490
Lb 19''
lb. 101'

•

BANISHED — Whitman BasHOW (above), Newsweek
bureau chief in Moscow, was
' ordered to leave the Soviet
for sending -crudely *'anderous dispatches." He is the
newsman
first American
banished since lifting of official censorship last. year.

Santone

-

1,390

The 1963- T-bird requires maHUNT FOR -LIONS
jor chassis lubrication only after
100.000 miles or three years use,
ISLAND OF RE, France PPE
with 6,000 miles between minor — Authorities planned to hunt for
'babes.
two escaped
circus mountain
Other models have a 36.000-mile lions today with the help of drum
beaters and two detachments of
major labe period.
gendarmes being flown here from
Frey said the new Ford en- metropolitan France.
gines will run better than ever
The mountain lions. — or pubecause of experience at the race mas — escaped Aug. 3 and haae
tracks. He ticked off a long list been sighted since then in this
of changes in engines and other Atlantic Island's pine woods an .1
parts made through tests at tracks marshes. They have been called
like Daytona Beach, Fla., and At- potentially dangerous to 100,000
lanta. Ga.
holiday campers here.
-

SiIIi

Maxwell House Instant
6-0z. Jar 97c

10-Oz.

Instant
(10e
)
Off

5-0z.
Jar

Shortening

Lb.
Can

Coffee

51k: 794,-

JANE PARKER

Sunnybrook - Med.

Twin
Pack

ee7e:filent

doz.39.-

Lb.
BLol
. 59C

Jar

(5c Off)--_______

Save
10e

Lb.
Can

;
FT:lo
sitei
l

• *

2 for IEW
Nuttly

Gold
Sugar
Cinnamon

Want
3/
3
4-0z.
Tube

Tooth

Giant

MIRES

24 Size Head

OLEO
Cauliflower
29g
Potato
Chop Suey zcz. _
32c Chips
EGGS
Trend
48(
144
Coffee
Raisin
Sanka
Pie
Crisco
lit
Ea. 39'
Shortening
Dexo
3 65c Donuts
Blu White
10(
Do. 21(
Beads0 Bleach 1,8,k-°.9 41(
alive
53g Stripe
Pepsodent
$100
,
°2.Lx:::7,
Creme
Cleanser
Lustre
27C
2itz
'
PalmoliveSoap::4 ... 41g Lux Soap :.7.- 4 .r. 41g
55g
(
::zird—
Swan
Viisk
..
All Cond..,
59'
34c V' Timw...„"nt
zgerge.n,
Andy
32g
Handy
Rinso
27g
r•I
34f
3nver Dust
3-0z.
Pkg.

Pasts

3p

Colgate
Tooth Paste
Large
Or. Tube

534

Dutch
% (;f)
(

RESSES
'LYING' INDICTMENT—Billie Sol Estes stares straight ahead as he leaves court on $10,000
bond in Abilene, Tex., after being accused in an indictment of lying
to the government
shout his financial condition. With him are his attorney, Allen Glenn
(rear) and brother
Word (right). And'in Dallas, Tex, Estes associate Robert Earl
Clements of Amarillo.
Tex., is &hewn (right photo) after posting $5,000 bond on an
indictment charging fly*
counts of transporting fraudulently-obtained securities across a state
lbos:

•

tDoictruelrdgent

SETS
/2 Price .

Sc Off

13-0z.
Sot,

Pkg.

Blue

Kraft's

)DIE'S

Lestoil

311NER

MINIATURE
MARSHMAU OW)

mai
THE FARMER LOOKS SHORT-CHANGED—The Agriculture Department comes up with these
Interesting figures showing where the 1961 price of 20.9 cents for a loaf of bread went. I"
Hut look what the farmer got—less fur the 20.9-cent loaf than he got for the much/Soar& PressI •
lower-priced loaf of )04749.

'LIQUID BATH
z
r

0

65(
Ajax

orient
DEODORANT
e 1
650
O
n

CLEANSER
140z
1c
Z

a

Vet Liquid
2Oz.
Can

DETERGENT
. 3
22026

•
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•
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Pit9.
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S.t
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DETERGENT

34c
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•

79°
STORE
HOURS:

Fab

Th

'

. .
siasaisiesierassatellietseztletrissaresesx-ss".-seeeceles....z.e.--e.e. :,..stares

25 Count
480z. Pkg.

AnIIRICA'S OIPINDABLI OCIOD MIRCOIANT Sniff 111511

Bat.

Soaky

Salvo /
Tablets

tood Stores

Pkg.

or.

Pinetcent
(Pt. Ben), 37c)

•

Its

THE GREAT AT1ANT1C & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

lot202.25g
__-

Mat

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., AUG. 25

15-0z.
Pkg.

ergent

MINORS"

Pkg.

Cleaner

(5c
Off

FARMER'S
SHARE
2.9c

VI.: MAJOR IN

OfFTCPC

Pkg.

FARMER'S
SHARE
3.3c

jpr

Pepsodent
Tooth Brush

---- 212:.
:
0

.41c
i.
1:fri

2-Lb. 8-0s.

I

-s-

lb. 57e

(LOIN HALF

51g
47g

Service Free

best Bruce - Regal

FALL DRESS

_Lb.

USDA INSPECTED

VEATERS
•

LB 35c

Whole Loin _
Rib Half

Bananas

* •

Virit

Foul coghwitiwyg—Tbe Soviet's four cosmonauts are shown at a space base so-

ROAST (r):47c)

/EATERS

• *

Modal Health
Manpower
Group Named

PORK LOIN SALE!

-.Ley Mo!es cf Calf.

• Castro— Martha
Miniature

MAY DROP ORAZIL
MACK IS HOSPITALIZED
the suspicion that he is being
foolish or that other people will
Light
—
&
SAN RE40, Italy
think the aecum-ulating of useless
heavyweight, Freddy Mack of
WASHINGTON VD — Foreign
objects is "peculiar."
Brooklyn, N. Y., was taken to the aid
director Fowler Hamilton said
"There is wthe posseseions
San Remo Hospital by ambulance Sunday
that Brazil would be
which any individual acquires and
early this morning with a broken dropped from the U. S. aid
proretains an element of self-definicollar bone and Other ailments gram unless it paid for
exproprition," Phillips said in reporting
following a fight against Georges ated
American property.
his work to the American Medical
Torrecillas of France which ended
Association. "In classifying an obin a "no coatest" decision.
Hamilton made the statement in
ject as "appropriate-to-me or "inMack had suffered a badly a television interview with Rep.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Bert
appropriate-to-me" he , commits
By DELOS SMITH
teremibers of bruised left knee and arm in a Harold C. Ostertag, R-N. Y. An
the
named
Combs
has
himself. Each time a person
UPI Science Editor
Kentucky's newly - established motor scooter accident Saturday agreement protecting U. S. firms
NEW YORK (UPI) — The per- throws sotriething away or activeHealth Manpower Com- night but had insisted in going is expected to be signed with
Mental
son who merely accumulates pos- ly acquires something new he is
Brazil this week.
set up to 'develop an ahead with the fight.
mitasion,
sessions is a type unto himself, operating in terms of his sellover-ell plan tor ex:teasing the
said Dr. Richard H. Phillips, concept."
number of -peasonnei in public
Shaky Self-Concept whose scientific field is people.
throughAnd that's the trouble with ac- mensal health pee:sums
He is not a sayer. Thrift has
nothing to do with it. lie is not cumulators — they have a shaky out the state.
The Commission, only one of its
a hoarder. Hoarders ward off 'self-concept at best, and so they
fears with possessions. Nor is he can't makes up their minds to kind in the country, is made up
a collector. Collections bolster the throw away possessions which of Civic, educational and profesare no longer useful or refrain sional leaders. Work in the renenis of collectors.
The accumulator, said Phillips, from taking on new possessions search - diernonsttalkitin project is
s-upported by a $19,700 one-year
is basically an indecisive person. for which they have no use.
He recalled that when Mahat- contract with the National Ina He. won't commit himself to a
clear, realistic understanding of ma Ghfindi died his possesions tote of Menial Health. The con7-RIB CUT
himself — and this accounts for amounted only to a watch, spec- tract le expected to be renewed.
Earl E. Saillun, former employee
his special attitude toward pos- tacles, sandals, two books, a
pitcher, three figurines, a knift, of the Stale Department of Persessions.
sonnel, has been selected as exAccumulators are common a- two bowls and two spoons.
"And Ghandi was certainly one ecutive director of the COMITlitimong people; hence the scientific
interest in Phillips' efforts to of. the most simply, clearly and bliOrl.
Members appointed are: Dr.
say what makes them tick, lie completely self-defined men in
was adding a new term to the the history of mankind," said Harold L. McPbeeters, State menscientific vocabulary, by the way. Phillips who is a member of the tal health commissioner; William
Therefore science has not dis- faculty of the State University cif J. McGlothlin, vice-president of
the University of Louisville; Waltinguished accumulators from col- New York at Syracuse.
ter R. Gaels Jr., Slate perounnel
leeors.
commissioner; Dr. Joseph B. ParkCollectors Ars Different
'or, chairman of the University of
Accumulators may confuse you
Kentucky Department of Psychiaby calling themselves collectors but
try; Dr. Kenneth W. Kindetspergthey're entirely different. "The
2
6
)
i
r g°
or, dean of Kent School of Social
collector is disturbed by empty
Work, University of Louisville;
spaces which .ought to be filled"
Richard, Z. Clendenen, State child
Phillips said "the tieunaulater is
welfare commieseorter; dr. Keorplagued by full spaces which ought
ney Campbell. director of vocato be emptied."
Collectors take great pride in
tional guidance,'State Department
their collections which have been
of E.(' iucation; Robert Cornett, budcarefully chosen and classified,
get director, State Department of
with each item somehow related
Finance; L. Felix Joyner, adminto all the otters. An accemulathe State Health and
DETROIT (UPI) — Ford t oday istrator of
tot's accumulation is a hedge
Agency; Mn. Marjorie C.
displayed 1961 model automobiles Welfare
been "ac4ithr'" it said were "the most service- Tyler, director of the State BoardP°dgc 'which has
and retained with a real avoid-.
Educsation and Reglefree and careafree cars ever pro- of Nursing
ance of any kind of definitive
Robert Straus,
duced in America." The auto firm tration; and Dr.
thinking."
University of
broke precedent by admitting chairman of th e
And his "relationship to his obBehavsome engineering changes came Kentucky Deprastment of
jects is not one of pride and
about through stock' car r'acing. ioral Sciences,
pleasure but rather one of disSince the shortage of mental
The' cost of development was
Melons - No. 8 Size
pleasure and mild shame. lie
probably more than $100 million. health professionals .in public
- rarely exhibits his objects. Inagencies is 0 notional problem,
stead he attempts to hide them
The lineup of Ford Galaxie, the Conunission will offer ideas
in the attic, cellar, closet or gar- Fairlane, Falcon and Thunderbird and serve as a model for other
age." Meanwleless.heja. exetisiog ears._ for next, year includes a states._ _
White
himself to himself by trying to .record 46 models,' nine of them
U.S.No. 1 White
Commission headquarters will
beliree that "one day-these things just introduced. Emphasis is on be in Louisville.
Seedless
may come in handy."
sporty models and overall styling
Golden Ripe
Displeased With Accumulation follows the T-bird.
ROMANIAN GROUP EXPECTED
25 BLobg
. 890
The accumulator is displeased
Among the new ones are a long\kith his accumulation because it overdue Falcon convertible and
OKYO (11P1 — A 17-member
is a nuieance. Phillips went on. hardtop. a Fairlane hardtop and economic mission from Romania
,iroe of shame comes Inert station wagon, and two stripped- will arrive here for a 10-day visit
down Galaxie-size models design- next month, according to a spokesed to compete with the Chevrolet man. for the Japanese Foreign
Snow White
Biscayne.
I Office.
The foreign office said the misHeads
Ea.
Donald N. Frey, Ford Division non was being taken as a' sign
assistant general manager, said that Communist European nations
the customary ,1000-mile inspec- are becoming more interested in
tion on new cars has been elimi- trade with Japan because of the
nated and no maintenance is re- challenge from the European Comquired for the first six months mon Market.
or 6,000 miles.

Accumulator
Shows Up As
Indicisive
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NORTH FORK NEWS
aMee A. D. Vaden is improving
in a Mernishis imapital lifter undergoing surgery. Bro. Vation and
her on ...ire with her. We wish f
her a rpeedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall.
Mrs. Tell Orr and Mrs. Oyna On
visited Mrs. Coy Orr in the Mu:rey Hormital Thursday afteeraion.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wilson and
baby visited Mr. and Mns. Tell
On- Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gallimere
and Tornmy visited Mr. arid Mrs.
Nat/atonal Orr Sunday.
Sondra Gallimore, Arm Morris.
and Judy Orr visited Judy Paschall Sunday. Butch Paschnil also
wan at home over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr and Hope
Key visited the Charlie Wickets
and Jacky Key recently. Mr. Key
is feeling seise better.
Field Ion microATOMS MAGNIFIED 2,700,000 TIMES—The new super-powered Muller
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
Here,
in
Central
visible.
before
individual
atoms,
never
see
possible
to
., scope makes it
are spending a few day's with Mr
etches
a
metal
chemically
SWIFT - 12-oz. pkg.
(left)
Chicago.
a
scientist
in
laboratory
Scientific Company's
and Mrs. Milford Orr.
Then the specimen Is as a !tight)
rn
specimen under a convention al stereceicroacope.
Mrs.
Clara
Wicker
and
son
An'
under the new microscope_ It is a nearly perfect tungsten crystal, and those dots that
eil visited .friends in Jackson tlas
make up the rattern axe atoms. This photomicrograph is magnified 2,700,000 times.
week. Mr. Wicker went on to
Memphis Monday,for a check-up
of Seern.to, regulates the issue on his eye.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Elkins,
l and sale of securities by aalesmen. broker-dealers and invest- Miss Lena and Ethel Kuykensiall
ment advisers, within the state, spent 51anday with Mrs. Ella Morand licenses these people to do ris.
!business in Kentucky. The US.
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Susan
Sesurities and Faxchange Com- spent Monday with Mrs. R. D. SWIFT - Whole or Shank
mission regulates the issue of se- Key.
barrow.. moneY from St3t eenp- urniesi in interstate commerce:
-Preidefort.
Mrs. Ella Morr, Mrs, R.•D.
bank on it—whether you deal in ervised financial institutions.
he State division protects the in- Key. Mrs. George Jenkins, Mrs.
These institutions include 336 esting public by close examine- Omen Paschall, Mrs. Glynn Orr.
high finance or confine your
tanking Matters to a Christmas banks. 60 building and loan as- ion of the securities offerings Mrs. Ella Kus-kenciall, and Mr.
club -wings. you have a stake in sociations. 140 credit unions and and can disallow the sale of and Mrs. Natharrial Orr visited
the 50-year-old Kentucky Depart- 544 industrial and small loan quest i nable securities.
Mrs. Onie Orr in Murray Hospital BALLARD or PILLSBURY
ment of )inking and Securities. companies.
Greater interest in investing Saturday.
has
also
DS
banks_
Kentusiay
•
Thi...' department was founded
among Kentuckians is demonstratJock Key had a pleasant surin 1912 when gold dollars siere which include "national" in their ed by an increased volume of se- prise last Monday afternom when
bull being minted and the ques- names and are interstate - in uhties sales and. therefore, an Bro. and Mrs. Turner visited hint.
tion o( gold vs. sister reserves C'hatacter Ttiese banks are un- increase in fees for licensing He enjoyed the visit so 'muct and
ItaS hotly debated Stateharter- der Federal regulation.
brokers and salesmen and regist- wants them to come beck again.
Impertant in the department's ering the securities they offer.
ed banks in Kentucky then held
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Marras,
resources of 11110 million. Com- operation as a field force of 17 Twenty years ago annual receipts
Mrs. RaLph Gullimore, Mrs. Ella
pared with 14 times that amount examiners — 13 assigned to banks totaled about $10000; in the fiscal Morris, Mrs. Oman Panehall. Mrs.
Osage
—over S1.5 billion — on July 1 and building and loan 3SSOCI11. year ending June 30. 1962, the
Ft. D. Key and Mrs. Warren Sykes
of this year This lase figure in- eons. three exclusively for small total was 561.000.
hotaaehold
and
Susan
attended
a
gain of over S122 million loan companies and one for credcludes
Cost of operating the Depart- shower at the- Murray Park Satin the last year alone During its it unions:'-..
ment of Banking and Securities
old-tinito rnelodrarnas. such is financed from such fees. Fees urday afternoon fir Miss Linda
Si) sears, the influence of the
department has .expanded to keep examiners arrive just in time to for loan company licenses and for McReemads, bride to be of_OVil.inti
pace with Kentucks's grossing catch the villain victimizing the examinations of loan companies, - tiom B Morris. von of Mr.. _
•Mits. Odie Morris
economy and tu protect Ken- .nnocent townepeople.
banks and biulding and loan asMr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
Seeing that no modern melo- aociations are expected to total
tuiklans, who deposit, invest or
dramas occur is the goal et es. ; about S245000 for the present visited Mrs One Orr in the Mtirarniners - today. Even before ',a.; fiscal year, while fees to the say Hospital Wednesday night.
bank opens for businew. these' !vision of Securities will total
1Cont.nued from Page Ii
examiners inveatirgate the epro- 1WASHINGTON UV —Presidant
SS0.000, the department estimates.
Help Society, of which .ahe is paved incorporators, their creThe Department
Banking Kennedy's news conference at 4
president.
dentials and assets.
and Securities has a total of 2A pan. EDT today will be carried
It ia normal for members of
Once the institution is approv- employees and is headed by Com- live by NBC and ABC televa.ion
either to keep ed by the department and opens ' missioner it. A
the royal
Rogers. Moe and lay all radii networks. CBS
.
their engagement calendars clear .or business, periodic checks are Pearl _F. Runyun ,is the director leinnixon will
show a yak° baPe
in their last months of pregnaney made Counting the eseh-on-haistrao steaarities.
5 pan. JOYI.
or to cancel such engagements o just one part of the nia The
as may have been made far In examiner also looks into the lest
ARRIVED IN SWEDEN
advance.
of securities, the investment and,
'There was no particular reason disposition of bank funds, actions
GOTEBORG. Ssveden ILT1 —asfrs.
why such ar announcement should of the board of directors and the
have been made :oda) At Clar- general management of bank an ! %%lona Rudolph Ward. the inple
01,%itmte spritt'•charripion, orrived'
ence House. where Margaret's fairs.
pressootflee .ts anaintained, there '-A1-1! -ad
Kentucky's
national hereeTtmenday night Oay acr frorn
still ssaa niither confirmation nor banks and most of its State. ohe United States. Mrs. Ward will
denial of the pregnancy reports. chartered banks are insured by compete in five meetings while
first prominently published Wed- the Federal Deposit Insurance in Sweden: At Haeseleholm Aug.
nesday.
Corporation Since the F_D.I.C. i 17; Gaeborg. Aug 20; Stockholm,
Bin announcements of new fall and tne State Department of Aug 23: Vaernamo Aug. 26. and
engagements for the princess may Banking and Securities both re- Malrnoe. Aug 30,
have been an oblique answer
quire annual tannin...a:ma of all
Margaret. who celebrated her banks under their jurisdiction,
PLANS CHOCOLATE CAKE
32nd birthday Tuesday. and lie'r State and Federal, examiners ueuhusband. Lord Snowdon. were in I ally work closely together.
MOSCOW (VIM — A Moscow
Ireland on a holidas and they
canfecti..nary planned to bike a
State regulation of securities in chandate coke 18 iraittes acmes
weren't talking. The princess went
for a 150-mile tour Wednesday of 'Kentucky began in 1920 with for the Soviet Union's two newest
beauty spots in Coubty Lein
- - 'enactment of the "Blue Sky law,'` Yornervinatits, on(-.train( to Radio
British newspapers based their !so called because in some states M.escow.
pregnanry reports on the birthday ; brokers. were actually selling inRED SPACE CHIEP—KonstanA be ocieast Thursday
chophotographs of 'Margaret whieh vestors an interest in the clear, oaltde space ohips will circle a
tin Rudnev (above) Ls reported to be the headman
seemed to give her waistline an blue dry'.
globe at> It a the 18-mch beats of
, in the Soviet space effort.
extra couple of inches,
i Now tahe department's Division tee rake

•

CHUCK

49! 59cb
WHOLE

ienners 39! Fryers

25Fb

Ground Beef

Department Of Banking And
••
Securities Performs Task

BOLOGNA ,filer;:esat

1b39°

39
LARD — _ _ 'g

-Lb.
$3
"
THE SIGN OF BEEF

Fully Cooked Ham

BISCUITS

PEACHES
!TOMATO JUICE

49b

GUARANTEED_*,
TO BE TENDER!

3 cans

— — No 21 can

25c

20e PRUNE JUICE

head's — quart
Choice

BeA
a:le
YrcZoa.25'•

-Weidner!.-quart-

T

1-10MINY
KRAUT
PINTO BEANS

London...

.... The Finest for
Your Table!

39

SALAD DRESSING,

quart33°

255

Byv

— —

5 tbs..4W-

,v •

•
EA

•

Bush s Great Northern Beans.

e cut i
TOMATO SOUP
GREEN BEANS Bigizro;,h:
PORK & BEANS
BLENDED JUICE Dr. Phi"' 29
JUMBO PIES — — —12 3W BABY FOOD
3 Jar. 25
CRACKERS Belle _ _ 119° RITZ CRACKERS — — ".1;33'
Campbell's — itie
Kentucky Beauty
"1"No. 21 can
AW

46-oe. can

Gerber

39
6LE
SUN KIST TEA
CABBAGE — _ —
CABBAGE

—

lb.

_59

5°

Bag-Lb $189

COBBLER POTATOES 10-lb.
0
_ 00CUT TO DELICIO
Artichokes

FROZEN FOODS

-

•••••
'

^

...

im(Mathis"

aB ll
seYeANGE JUICE -2
Flynt'PIES whit
fi le D HOOK
FRENCH FRIES 2"L'.

TOMATOES

•

•;••

FRESH

-

-

r

29c
2.9J,

33°
49°
29°
45°

BEETS bunch 19c
lb. 19e
ORKA
in
LETTUCE head .

1••••

^ "rt.

,
5
,

• .
0

'

e.e4

v.

.r..1a/Mhar...—witairrubm.

PRIDE OF THE CITY OF NI '..i)lsON.
.ladtbon", the world's only cummunity-owntd Unlimited
liwdro.,la ne. She will rare on the r,,h Detroit River, Aug.
•

26, at the International Regatta for the Spirit of Detroit
Cup.
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11'S

"FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS"
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AsamtWor

banatern living roan and kiotehee,

and mileage expense. Send care a962. Signed: Jones Frank Holley:
ahp
of Joe Lam-an, P.O. Box. 286,
a25c
New Albany, Indiana.
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS.
LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER SPECIAL! NOW YOU CAN SAVE Regular $10 and $15 waves now
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new on gas appliances and gas heating $6.50 and $8.50. Through S4ptemand used mobile homes, all sizes, equiennent at 1210 Main St. 24-hr..ber 1st. Charm Beauty Shop. Ph.
a25c
A-27-C service and insaallatian of all 'gas PL 3-3582.
see us before you trade
burning equipment. anane PL 3NOTICE., BARGAIN PRICES IN
a23p LYNDIA NICKS DANCE STUDIO
2387, Jesse L. Tucker.
announces registratain. Classes in
new fall shoes - loafers, heels,
tap, ballet, acrabate, madern'jazz.
stacks and flats in new fall styles
and colors. In basement Of the ORGAN OFFERED AT HUGE For infonnation d,al PL 3-4647.
a25c
Murray Hatchery, 40.8 So. 4th St. savings. Local party of good credit
j25c can take on .new low-payment
I
HELP WANTED
contract. Wal accept trade. To
inspect, write Missouri Instrument
SIGN PAINTING NEEDED. Com- Aecepaance Company, .312_ lylaira DOORMAN POSITION OPEN AT
pany needs sagas painted ltiroughj25c VIThtreri1n,riober
Joplin, Nils:aura
out midwest area Mainly la type need apply. Ideal job for
boards and price signs. Please
retired gentleman in good healta.
RESPONSIBLE
BE
submit esitameites of prices per I WILL NOT
a23c
anyone
square fiat, with or without nia. of any debts incurred by
terials. Aleo animates of travel other than myself as of August 21, EXPERIENCED WAITRESS

1 A,

'he Finest for
our Table!

L

I

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

SIGN OF BEEF

kRANTEED_
BE TENDER!

ADDING MACHINES
and TYPEWRLTERS
Sales & Service
ledger & lames

25c

PL 3-1,1111

DRUG STORES
seat

Drugs

OFFICE. SUPPIJIES-----

Ladatir &

Times

_

BULLS AND HEIFERS AND 15
350-1a. steers. Good cattle, priced
right. Cook Hereferd Fa r ms,
a25c
LyritnaM

FOR S/t.LE Or _LEASE

NEW 7 ROOM BRICK 1-10NIE _for

sale or lease, furnahedOrUfl--I
TYPEWR'TER RENTAL - 'urrraaed
•Lamted near College
AND 3ER V ICE
Campus. Available September 1.
.. FL J-19/ 8 C3I!

pi, 3_5116

•

lrother Cut

. 2

can

a. Phillips
46-oz. can

3

I

Jars

,9

IV I
29'
25°
33e
•

39c

29c
24;03,

'4

19c
6

•

I ATTRACTIVE BRILX ficats4 an
Six.h St., deep seeded lot, storm
windows and doors, insalated, '1%
antenna, built-in a i r candition,
elecerie haat, utility room equippod for washer and dryer samba
nataan. Kitchen and dining ram,
hying roam.two bedruoms, bath
and carport. $10.000.
11. SI.VSN ROOM STUCCO
en eightean acres, lull basement,
central gas heat, good water and
g.:rage, en 11.11t1 highway only
$12.000.
f.,4:r males 'nun
G.I. loan,
•
.1 IC
k6
111
LC_F
mar Chandier Park. large rum-

a25c

By IN 1-L-LtAlcitek f-IE-UMAIg
6 AY

.1

FOR RENT

1962 STARCRAFT ALUMINUM
boat, 1a56 15 hp. J•ahnearn
trailer, trailer hitch and 4 lite
a2.ie
Jackets. Call PL 3-3280.

-as

_Isere=
once. AThet Lee, P.O.
4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH
Box- 58, Ihircian, Kentucky.
a23c

4003

49

modern kitahen, concrete well
h 'use with water system, 3 acres
land, near the lake. $4,500.00 Dial
433-3352.
a27c

17 REGISTERED HEREFORD
cows with calves by sale. 17 area HAMPSHIRE PIGS. CALL PL 3regiatcred Herelord cows. 9 young( 1887,
a24p
a25c
registered bulls. PL 3-4581.
1960 VOLICSWAGEB IN excellent
FARM - 118 ACRES, TWO NEW condition. Phcne PL 3-2350. a24c
modern homes. 2.18 tobacco base.
On new 'blacktop road, 9 miles 1953 CHEVROLET FOUR DOOR
a25c sedan, radio, heater, defroster, seat
from Murray. PL 3-4581.
.o',era, gaud tires. $195. Hume
OftGA-SONIC ORGAN BUILT by Comfort Company, Hazel HighBaldwin. New model 51, contem- way, 492-2502.
a24c.
porary walnut. Right size for home
elairch. Night phone PL 3-3301, FRIGIDAIRE Ea...ECERIC Range.
P.O. Bea 135-, Murray, Kentueky. Charles MerearaCall
a24p
a25a

PL 3-111111

PL 3-2541

INSURANCE

I

SALE

DETROIT RAI -'The De.roit
Piaptiana have a- lined-34i
of Loverenee Tecti, their N'3.'7
dneft choice ,who scored .at_ an
average of 29.3 points a game. last
season. Bradley was the h.area.sf
scorer in Michigan cirLegiate his-tory.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS
4-flurried
5-Organ of
ORSON MOW115
• i-To shut In
hearing
BAMOUgi 7,11010MO
4-Chair
6-Indefinite
021 UNIDO 11001il
8-Conjunction
article
11-01,1 Danish •
0113 200O1 01310
7-Lukewarm
coin
8-Viper
ALICIW
12-Sheet of.
9-Negative
!TIMM OUDIEUMI3
glass
10-To skip
13-To float In
UORM MOB
about
air
14-RepetItIon
ASWAMMO =MO@
15-Foremost
16-At present
Offl
OMMMM IMMO
17-Soft food
16'Near
ROO 52110M0 NOM
19-Negative
21-Very poor
26-To bow
;lama URDU AM
persons
31-Fruit seed
22-KNeryone
WOOMMO
22-To perform
23-Resort
2$-KIlled
24-Meadow
2547%11'
25-Fur scarf
26-on
26-Three-toed
35-Wooden pin 47'W tett
shfiltered
sloths
37-11eath
pocket
slab
28-To place
35-1.ava
45-Burmese
27-Through
.21-Exist
83-Blave,
demon
2g-French coin
40
31-0perated
-Beneath
49-Ouldo's high
29-To he 111
41-1'o obstruct
n‘de
32-Sea eagle
70-Cooled lava
43-Babylonian
61-Compass
33-To provide
II -Harvesters
deity
polo t
33-Parent
crew
44-To so by
53' Irtitelal
(colloo.)
34-Ernmet
46-Ocean
7:0 o uaue
35-Obese
36-Refore
I
2 3 ..4 3 6 7 -.
,17
,
711
9 10 Tr.
.
/
v.
-Palestine
>...'
city
11
-. 12
14 l3
,.ti.•
311-PArt of leg
.."..:....;
411.
\'`,...:117 18
13
16
41-Small
hollow
‘
42-Comlu•ted
<-:•'!".."..! 20
, 21
.,
22
43-A bstract
,
..',
;•:.;•v:•
being
73 24
25
06
41-Knave of
..•...
,•'•-•..!
clubs
•• si
:
''''
27
28
c''"„...., 29
45-Man's
nickname
18-5,d-ron Vol
30
'
,.'
-. 31
52
.33 34.
47-Siarvallon
..,
.
3s-rienarreal
'33
36
52-Orel of love
•N.l
•
74-Sodium
.%.
chloride
- "il
3S 39
'
a':"
55- A fternoon
.,
tarty
42
aaf44
t ".".•':". -..
SA - Pilfers
•
i,:•:•:
57-Greek letter

4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON S. 12th
St, 2 baths, half basement, drapes
furnished, 2 bedrooms carpeted
tie
and steps. Phone PL 3-3378.
I:Pat/Urfa i'a it:NIS:Hail Apartmeat. 3 raunas and bath. $40.00
per month. Call FL 3-2670.
a25c

woarmo
Immo omoao

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News
Seresess lease-Jay, Aug. 23, 1962.
Kentucky Purchase - Arca Hug
Market heport including 9 buying
etatsons. Receipts Wednesday tolease 47
'5 head. Today earruiva
and gals are steady La 10c lawarNo. 1 190 to 230 lbs. $
.18.25 to
$18.50. No. 1, 2, and 3 1110 to anti
lbs. $17.75 to $18.00; 2..l5 to 27u
lbs. $16.75 to $17.75; 275 to 300
lbs. $46.75 to $17.50; 150 to 130
lbs. $14.25 to $17.75. No. 2 and
3 euavs 300 to 600 lbs. $12.75 to
$16.25. Boars all weights $9.00 to
$12.00.

wanted. Apply at Jerry's Drive-1n
SPINET PIANO FOR SALE iSY
Restaurant betvveten 2:00 and 4:00
a24c 1961 CHEVROLET IMPALA auto- Nat. Mualeal bastanirraa. Derr., Inc.
p.m. or cell 753-3226.
mobile, 2-door hardtop. McCarty small Øaynuens.
be seen
WANTED: SECRETARY and gen- Truck Stop. Has 2 way citizens leanly. Please write immediately.
eral office :worker, lady 18 tu '40 band radio.
a23c s.a.e.:sun Musesai an Ha:apt:on Via
years of age. Must be good typist.
ago, ah37 tb ppewa, St. LAilliS !ti,
Prefer widow or arnIe'tine who
SOFA $35.00, KITCHEN TABLE al iaa-ouri.
really needs to work. The one
and 4 chairs $10.00. Coffee table,
employed will help to operate mail
•
eleetric heater, shoe skates - size POLAND CIIINA-DUROC. SOW 44
order business. Ideal working C1Iri•
54. See at 1310 Poplar.
a23c aid 9 p.i.gv. 5 weeks old. W. .1. MEANY BLAS1S EXCHANGE.
datiOSIS. A i r conditioned allice.
(. een, paara: PL 3-3413.
aiap
Will .pay $1.15 per hour. Work up
MAHCCsANY DROP
_to- 45 tuairs per week. Must
a
ish referunces. Transportation Sar- dining taalaaand (Shahs watt. ShttGOOD UPRIGHT PIANO. $125.00.1
WASHINGTON IUPI - AFLa25earao pri......a.0a1_ ,.
ni:taxi up to 20 miles. Call in atom legs. Phone PL 3-5025. a23c Call PL 3-2570.
.4.3 hi

,

rWNTING

Frazee, Metugm & Holton
Gen. tneuranee
PL 3-3415 Ledger & lames

39

P1.. li-19111

LediNT & Tunes

FOR

My Choice gip

tbs.

FIVE RECORDS SET

a

,NOTICE

quart

PISTONS SIGN DRAFTEE

wail fire place, runningwell WatLARCHMONT, N.Y. (UP0
stove
er, electric refrigerator,
meet aicorde, including two by
and heater; large pahelod bed- Chet Jastremaki of the Indianroust, campletely furnished and' apolis Swim Club, were set Monnear the water, . nly S3 000.
day at a metropolitan AAU-sponN. B. ELLIS
sored meet. Jastremski won the
()Nice PL 3-1738 - Res. PL 3-4775 200-yard andividaral medley and
J. 0. PATTON
the 400-yard indevictual medley in
Office PL 3-1738 - Res. PL 3-3556 record time.
J. 0. PATTON REAL ESTATE
Ste

IST 2$ _1962-

- quart
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. Tuttaday that "academic nit-wits"
%mho 4.1,rupLued cultural exchanges
With Russia are "living in a fool's
paradise." .
Meany said in a speech to the
American Bakery & Confectionery
Workers convention that the Berlin wall showed the true "Russian
culture."

ao

a33
.,

1-Part of
flrenlilre
2- Period of
time.
71ethod

,..
51 '...•.52 53
V
... ase

se

. 157
-1:!a

ntr. by United Feature bynoicate, Inc.

FOR

Bucy's
Building
Supply

IN JUST 15 MINUTES
IF YOU HAVE TO
SCRATCH YOUR ITCH,
Your 4fte hack at any drug more. Quicknrytner ITCH mg.NoT deadens the itch and
laDming Antiseptic action kills germs to
insect
;r
.'u-"d healinz. Fine lorf 6
11,11.-08kOra
at Holland Drug Compn3au.

i..

•

623 S. 4t?t

F

INE

F

INISHES
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rwon•Sr.

ea- • --a
•r-'-'r a- far as he ciao*
' late w"-e"- a.aalea.
.
la_ day afta
leg the quo, ut i.e valley tr.: :ONteavcig the camp Thoree
Thorpe tried to fiaaire ills utes later, they ttirried north,
McAfee reafiZed they were go- :course as they came . out m the moving along the west edge of,
I Funeral Range. They'd been the toothiiis of the Puncral ing to dre.
The days before there had !moving Sue west Into the sun Ranee.
been the hope that they would 'after trav:ng the shade of the! Thorpe vairi naain in tae
',
Mumble acrods
water hole in abandoned waguna anci there ifinding ine going, vyvji moist itthe barren Mils, or run across fore this mint: be the • Weems* (k,uJt because of the soft eana
--i-preepeetar With a burro load -Death Valley,- dry *3a bone Atteir-a wftile ThOrre'
of supplies and water Now even with only a ley tiny seeter holes conscious he was alone. Varthat possibility seemeia to be scattered here and there.
ney was down in the sand.
Jim Varney Was saying dumb Ti.orpe had to return to lift
the
He -nd Jim Varrcy. had %a- fy, "Ill kill them. Ill kill both lighter man to tits Met and gci
t-tied the last of their drinking
him going again.
Thorpe McAfee sat down in
water the i•ay before, and they'd
Varney repeated, "Kill Clem."
spent the nignt and ntost of the the narrowing edge of shade
They crossed an Alkali flat
aay at the shale of a broken. formed by Lae bouldei and said
down trail wagon in the foot- nothing. He had every intention, and Went through a thicket of
hills of the Funeral Range though, of doing himself exacta, mesquite on the other side.
Thorpe guersed it had beer what Jim Varney Intended to There they had to cross a...ser.,
abandoned there years before do the day they ran across Hen ies Of low sand dunes. As too
by is part', of west-bound em Lacey and Jape Hoagland - two men struggled up over the
'grants. Probably those tinter- their partners who'd left them last of the dunes, both, fell
tunates too had rut! out of wa- two months ago to return to down. Thus Was it, Thorpe
ter There had been two mounds Boulder City with the small for- thought.
near the stricken wagon, and tune In gold dust the tour had .They lay In the sand, Varwashed from a dried creek bed ney almost face down, breaththe banes of several oxPa.
Thorpe and Jim were coming along the east slope of the Fu- ing heavily. With effort. Thorpe
lifted his head to look around,
out of the Funerals now, stum- neral itange.
The four had made a good and for a moment he fancied
bling down a mile-wide alluvial
deposit, slate-blue In
color, strike in the Funerals, collecting he saw a grove of trecs off in
which fanned out over the val- probably fifteen thousand dol- the distance.
l iara in dust. Since it appeared
ley floor below.
He stared at the trees for
Thorpe was in the lead, a tall there was plenty more gold in some time, realizing at last
man, over rix feet, twenty-five the bad, Thorpe had suggested that he was looking at a forpounds underweight now, with that Lacey and Hoagland go to age. He'd had visions of many
big shoulders, and lines around Boulder City with the two such groves that day, groves
mounts and the pack animals to with
cool
his Mown eyes,
streams
flowing
He stumkpled and tripped down pick up reetted sopplies, and de- through them: groves which
dust in the local bank. proved
an ancient water course, lurch- Posit the
to
be empty sand
-...• • •
wastes.
log around hug.: boulders %hall
hail been ',aerie down from the THORPE knew the two men
As Thorpe lay there on his
b ills generations before,
who remained would have stomach, raised on his elbows
Jim Varney was a man al- skimpy going until the
other to stare at the mirage, he saw
ready three quarters dead, de- two returned to the camp with something more fantastic. A
hydrated, his tongue thick in his provisions. He had thought he tall, slender girl, wearing faded
mouth, as he followed Thorpe could wait It out, and Jim
Var- blue ley's. a checked shirt, topdown the watercourse to the val- ncy had agreed to stay with ped by a hat, was striding in
Icy floor.
him. Jim had come out from her boots toward them, and
Thorpe could hear Jim curs- Nebraska with Thorpe; they'd over her shoulder was slung 'a
ing as he'd cursed now for known each other for a long big metal canteen. '
nearly eleven days since they'd time.
It looked bigger and bigger
left their camp, trying to find
Five weeks later, after hav- as Thorpe watched the girl comtheir way back to a settlement ing existed for more than a ing closer and closer. This was
on foot, knowing the odds week on practically
nothing, the way a man thed, seeing a
against their making it.
they had come to the conclu. beautiful girl with a canteen
In the brief shade of a huge, sion that their partners had
run of water coming toward him,
sirmbrolled boulder, Thorpe out on them.
while the sun was hut enough to
pausal for a moment, waiting
Varney was saying now In burst his temples.
for Varney to come U. Jim that strange,
croaking voice, ,aThe vision became more imhad always been a fairly .sien- "Where the devil
are
we, Arraihle. She had hair are colder man, and he looked like a Thorpe?"
or of hirkished copper. She
Skeleton now, his cheeks,sunk"I figure we're stumbled' into War, remarkably beautiful,' with
en, bony nose protrudinf, his Death
Valley." Thorpe told him. a perfectly shaped nose, mockdeep-set bfbe eyes blofalshot and
"Death Valley ... the
Funeral ing blue eyes and a strange,
practically Alma. Thorpe had Range .. ." Jim mumbled,
camtemptuous smile on her face.
to put out a hand tq stop him
"Rest here," Thorpe said , Ile was thinking that this
or he would have gone on.
again. "Then we'll try to move could not be an angel. Angels
"Rest here," Thorpe mum- along the west
edge of the val- did not have such a definite
bled in a voice which did not
shape, and mocking eyes. An
ley."
sound human. His tongue was
Varney was ritting with his angel 0l'ou Id he kind and genswollen and black in his mouth, back
against the rock, scoop- tle, taking these two lost souls
his lips parched and cracked
Mg up handfuls of and and let- intd custody.
from the heat.
ting It slide through his fingers.
Now the vision was kneeling
Varney sank down against
thel tie said dully, "Go ahead, dewn beside Finn. She unboulder ax Thorpe still stood !Thorpe. I'll catch up
with you." screwed the canteen and thrust
-upright,--tryieg-41-Per.,
t 1.110rpe shook his head. It toward him. This surely was
the shimmering heat of the vat
"Whatever is ahead, we'll make a mirage, and he wanted to
ley below them. There Was ers
It together,"
laugh ... an angel in blue levis
other mountain range on Lae
Thorpe had to lift Varney•to and chec.ted shirt!
othor side of
valley, whjch his feet
when'they Started down I (To Be Continued Tonal-rola)
he judged to be fifteen or twen•
ty miles wide at Hill point,
Thls *torn 0'fiction. Ann strnnarrlica in /amen, cluiracters
sandy, broken up with alkali or incidents to actual persona or events are unintentional.
0

tp4

BAD-John

i6Nt TkiERE
ANq WV I CM
6ET Off CF
STARING
KINDERGARTEN?

M. Chang

former premier of
(above
South Korea, has been acheduied for court martial on
charges he was involved in
a plot to assassinate leaders
of the ruling junta and re-gain his lost power.

I Dag IT,SALLY..BEWBODY
HAS TO GO SCHOOL...

.1/•:501E
FER!./..E:',7 :7 I

CO 404/_;
•COULD 6ET A

THERE MOST BE 50,IAE WA./

OF bETT.NG AreOLJND

••44 ;7•'" _

by Erniw.- Rusklaill;;-

NANCY

1

by Al Imo

LIL' ABNER

•

--ON ThE FREE LUNCH
I CAME.
COUNTER OF'SAM'S BAR-. BACK-7
A CONFUSED CUSTOMER BECAUSE
LATHERED ME
A KID
NI!LiSTARD AND NE•L..
NEEDS
ATE ME!!
HIS DAD!!

OH,I'VE MISSED >CU
____.)
SO -SINCE YOU
ABANDONED ME
` AT THE AGE OF
NTH--- f--I
LOVE

%
:
"VilitelLftrU
•• •
/401 torn.

•

•air

Aa6
U.4

•-•

'",eliegy412

4
.
‘
1.

A BB!E AN' SLATS

.*

vt16.4,601•••

A14,CHARLIE- I SEE WE'RE
THE SAME SIZE. YOU LOOK
-POSITIVELY RIPPING IN

......HOW CAN A HORSE WITH
WHEN I ASK FOR
A HORSE FOR MR
CHARLIE 00aBS;
"40U BE SURE TO

A NAME UKE PRIMROSE
BE DANGEROUS, F-IENRY?

PRIMROSE!' BUT,
YOUR LORDSHIP,
SHE'S A DANGEROUS BEAST'

bi Raablea Yaw Barna
I'VE -GAT A HOR_•-..i,

1%4,01.4. •••

11

NORMAN. COURSE,
NaTNING FANC4 LIKE

YOUR ANIMALS

'THOSE CLOTHES. YOU
SAY YOU'VE DONE
SOME RIDING
BEFORE 2

YOU MUST BE
-N I
MIS TAKe.

SADDLE PRIMROSE
FOR HIM, HENRY ,1

1.10.0.UIP.
,
.
0
i*2 by 10....11...• by.0.•
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FRONT FENDER,
REAR FENDER,
AND GRILLE

yORKTOWN, Va. iUPI — The
COasi Guard Thursday nssued a
certificate of safety to the NS
Savannah, the' world's firs: noislewis-pesittrati mersiliarit ship. The
I certjieatiun iala the 22.000-tou
1-st,ilP "meets all requirement: of
the international convention Lir
safety of life at sea."
to
6..11 Ailed
"The Sax-ann.a- s,
sail next Monday for its home
p ne-of Savannah. Ga.. before pr ,coeding to the World's Fair at
Saattle, Wash.. ts here it will by
displayed as an example of A.O.•
-per:ireful tire of atomic energy.

•

_

WANTS BARRIERS REMOVED

•••

LABOR

PARTS

1940
1961
AUTO REPAMS and part's have guile up nearly 600 per cent
sines 1940. according to these fig-urea issued by the Insurance Information Institute, ,A hid, accounts partly for the
1)1; mei-cal. in *ilk) insurance costs. And motorists are
▪ nding Sh per cent rn:.re for auto Insurance than they
▪ ni a decade ago, ste,s the institute.
ICe•trat Press)

timber wolf, wild dog, bears and
just about ,all small game atol
birds native to Kentucky.
Now a bull buffalo, like -those
that used to, roam Kentucky as
well as the western prairies, has
been added . to the game farm
stock. A substantial enclortre - bas
been erected and the half-grown
animal, less than one year old
but weighing in at around • 909
pounds, seems to be very much
at home in his new surroundinjs.'
Adult buffaloes often weigh as
much as 2,000 pounds and the
game• farm attendants believe that
In two years or so this one will
attain that weight.
'Arnold Mitchell, director of the
Division of Game Management of
the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, is. now attempting
to obtain a cow buffalo with ,the
hope that tiorfle young may be
produced at the farm.
The Game Farm exhibition row
is open to the public sev2n days
a week from 8 a.m. until 5 pm.
A public picnic area and shelter
house are also located at, the
farm.

WASHINGTON UPt — James
Meredith:a 29-year-old Negro.
THIS YOUNG BUFFALO, weighing in at 900 pounds,
has askee Supreme Court Justice
has been added to the animal exhibit at the State
liuga L. Black to set aside legal
Game Farm on U.S.60 west of Frankfort. Game and
'e- tanglenferrIS blocking his adbirds native to Kentucky are displayed at the farm.
mission to the University of MisThe buffalo, like those which once roamed Kentucky,
sissippi.
jqins other game and birds native to the state. This
Meredith asked Black to nullify
buffalo is expected to reach full growth ill about two
ROOKIE QUIT' BEARS
lower court orders which would
years and weigh about 2,000 pouilds.
'bar him from the all-white
versity. The appeal was filed with
RESSELAEB, Ind. alPI! — Bill
Frankfort. Ky ,—The deer and on exhibition row at this ex- Tunnicliff, rookie
Plaek because the Supreme Court
fullback from
roam—on the Slate perimental game farm, located the
is not in session and could not 't he buffalo
University of Mi:higan, has
three miles west
Frankfort on quit the Chicago Bears to take a
rule on the case until after the Game Farm near Frankfort.
For many years deer have been U. S. 60, along with the bobcat, coaching job in Michigan.
fall school term starts.
—

of

members. It turned out they were
talkng about the '-school lunen"
Program
Apparently, the Program hasn't
been going over -too big in nigh
schools; anyway. not as well as
au time Luwar giude.a. Tee:Al-alters
have been reluctant to participate
and so a little motivation seetned
in order.
.

Motivation
Not Needed
With Teener-s
By-. DICK WEST
nIt•al

Preaa

International

WASHINGTON ten — There is
presently in pcigasess here a national ft,oci diteribotion conference,
which seems to have ssatrie connection with the _national distribution of food7 '
What attracted me to the conference was a notice. that one of
the sessions would include a panel
discussion ein -motivating teenIt so
that I have been
in a pas6taon to observe the b2havior tot_fn-agers at abase rooge
in recent years. But nothing in
my experience indicated'that they
ever needed any motivation where
food was concerned.
In fart, quite the opposite. Around my house, the tenaageis
pick up Where the termites leavt
oft.
Being curious to see just wht,
might be trying to motivate them.
I stopped by the conference and
listened to a couple of the p..rel

One of the panel membee• was
Dr.. Francis lame of the U.S. Of-,
fice of Education, who undertook
to explaSi what food motivation
was all about.
Teen-agers, said laniti. tend to
eat whet they have been taught
to eat it home. Right away I figured he didn't know what he was
talking about.
It may be that someone taught
the teen-agers in my household to
eat the stuff they do, but it certainly wasn't deer old daddykins.
Or road -aid naimmykins either,
for that matter.
lanniided, however, that the
greatest influence on the diet of
a teen-ager is the diet of other
teen-agent. That proved he ctid
know what he WUS talking about
after all.
A small child allowed to select
his own food would pick a balaticed_diet. he continued. But free&
choice in a high school lunch program would boil down to pizron
he said.
and. coca -'a

Luscious tuniGatuArcosi

25C
.
FRYERS •

USDA CHOICE -- ROUND - SIRLOIN or CLUB

GRADE "A" - Whole

Small Tender

Pork Ribs
WORTHMORE

Pork Liver

19C
lb

$loe

39 IHAMBURGER

Try Some of Our Steaks This Weekend and See The Difference!
FRESH SLICED

LEAN GROUND - 3 Pounds

JONES'

ECONOMY PAK

SHIED

SLICED

BACON
49c

BACON

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

New Instant

Jowl BACON
In The Piece

290 lb

39c
ibsi190
99c
Tomato Soup 10c COFFEE
DOLE
FLAVOR-KIST COOKIES
JUICE
29c
lbs,
2.9c
JELLY
Pickle 29C
69c Spr 69 Dill
OIL'
TEA _
OW
Macaroni 213C
29c CABBAGE
ORANGE JUICE
TUNA
3$1. COFFEE 1 LB. TIN
59c APPLES
35c
GRAHAMS
9C
l
b
CLOROX
19c I NATO CHIPS
49c
3
.
15c CORN
SQUASH
29c LETTUCE 10c
2 FOR
PEPPER
39c
FOOD
MARKET
POPCORN
29c

SALAD BIG BROTHER

Ouart

DRESSING

Sliced

PINEAPPLE

- Giant 46-oz. can

More
iCK)%
Doly-unsat ur
•

MAZOLA

•

•

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
3

CAMPBELL'S -

33s lb

Can

DELITED GRAPE - 18-0x.

QUART

Instant Tenderleaf

large size

SKINNER'S 7.0z
BOX

GIANT 10-0Z.

BIG BROTHER - Giant 46-oz. can

Mix or Match
2 FOR
CHOCOLATE CHIP
LEMON CUSTARD
FIG BARS
BANANA
SANDWICHES
SUGAR WAFERS
NEW GREEN, FIRM HEADS

STARKIST

CHASE and SANBORN

LIGHT CHUNK
61-0z. Can

FRESH COOKING
and EATLNG

HONEY

NABISCO

I -lb. box

LAY'S - Large Twin Bags

- 4-Lb. Bag -

QUART

YELLOW
McCORMICK -

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS - 303 Can

KING PHARR
303 Can

6

CALIF. 2 DOZ. JUMBO SIZE HEAD

4 -1b. box

BLACK

OPEN FRIDAY and SATURDAY
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00

POPS-RITE

PRESTO POP

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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